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pleasantly speaking of the ‘lights and
shadows of life, the preacher continued:

vision deals in illustration: details. Efforts
to discover the exact application of each
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The Morning Siar,
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1881.
THE

BATTLE OF

LIFE.

Go forth 10 the baile of life, my boy—
Go while it is called to-day;
For the years go out and the years come fn,
Regurdiess of those who may lose or win,
Of those who may work or play.
a
Hie

i

“Our annual Thanksgivieg day finds us
under the shadow of a great national, nay
world-wide affliction. This sorrow is still
fresh in the hearts and memories ofus all,
"| yet songs of thanksgiving are still our
own for the countless benetits which have
been showered upon us during the past
twelve months, and among these may we
not count the results which have followed
the sad and tragic ending of our late
Presidem? . . .
Deep - mourning
may have covered the land, but the rays
of blessings soon began to flash, and the
band of Him who wounds but to heal like
wise manifested itself. May we not without irreverence apply to our fallen and
lamented ruler the
words that were

firmly to the central irath we cannot

go

detail ought not to divert us from the one
truth the whole vision discloses. To err
respecting the significance of certain symbols is trivial compared with a mistake as
to the central burden

of the

revelation,

which is that Jesus Christ

‘is in the

midst of the golden candlesticks,”

ing in his kingdom.”
In sublime

imagery,

now come

DECEMBER

28,

1881.

NO

i

com-~
seven

scenes each containing sevea parts. The
scenes and their parts are necessarily pre-

sented in succession, but they do not necessarily represent historic succession of
events. To understand the pictures we

quite wonderful

in their

of the Sunday-school,
ving day the church
orated, a8 it could

be

Biey of tropival fruits and

the altar were displays
nts and wreathsof tea

folets and orange blossoms,

was & large cross of grain,
les and

pendants of white

rapes,
Customary

opening exercises

ifch the pastor read the Presipplamation, which was attentive.

the shore or through the shady Boulevards, talking of home and native land.

the troubled churches.
The sixth seal suggests great revivals,
powerful displays of grace by which society is agitated like earthquakes; organized sin is alarmed as if the sun was
black and the moon blood ; leaders of unbelief are converted and it seems to their
followers that the stars have fallen and
the mountains had been shaken. ' Kings,
rich men, ‘political leaders, devotees of
fashion, as well as the low and vulgar,
who resist the truth and will not repent,
quail before the tide of life, are deeply
impressed with the presence and power
of the Son of God, and pray. for mountains

cause the President goes there.’ I did
not see him. I, with many others, was
kept waiting outside until the lessons of
the day were read.

It is positively

an

injury to a church when the doors are
blocked by § curious crowd whose interest
is mainly to obtain'a sight of the man

We assure you it is in a
that one hears the most
marks about the grandest
the sun ever shone—our
-

foreign country
enthusiastic re:
land upon which
America.

O-b-B-0-0

illustrated

the terrible

significance

of

these symbols. In one form or ancther,
and to a greater or 168s degree, these ex-

face and manner, it was on his.

who is for the time

being, chief

Execu-

n't want any worse punishment.”

The Capital is very
Never

was

gay

just

Pennsylvania Avenue

now.
‘more

crowded, never was there suchabundance

pel of Christ. The saints also ure in- color, jostle each other ys they pass and
Some ~one refers to a weligiiborivg volved in the miseries of sinners, being
repass,
4
church a8 having been ¢ thoroughly re- slain through their walignity.
children are vieing with each
and
Women
puired, spirituslly.” 1s it not this kind of ' This is oneside of the picture, and a
** repairing ” which many of our churches fearfully dark one. Is there another aod other to see which shall wear 1he biggest
hats, and the most stunning bows, and it
especially need? A dilapidated building
is a sorry sight ; but how mueh more dis

couraging and melancholy the knowledg:
that the spiritual house is falling into

by the one hundred and fifty ruins.

prayer, of the cherubim, * Come,”
“low long, O Lord,” will the wicked

certainly is curious to watch a baby of
three toddling boride its mother like a
mouse with a cabbage, on its head.” Bu<'ness wus never more aotive, and the shop
\

1)

Christian books and they promised to read:

them to their friends in their own villages.
At

3,

onr

other Sabbath-school

and behold the Hindoos came alsb.
wanted

Christian

came,

Alb

and were sup-

plied. After school, others kept coming
until night. A blessed tinie’ we had telling
them about Jesus, their Baviour if they
would but believe .in him. Monday anc

Tuesday, when leisure allowed, those hea-

I read a notice of “Like a Gontlomn®

words of advice. Tuesday, P: M., their
work was tloished, and at sunset when

published
paper.

by Lee and Shepard, in your
1

understand

it

is

a

strong

temperance story and by no means a
juvenile book. The Sunday Herald of

worship, that most inappropriate place for
stains,” do you ask?
It came to pass that the inspectors of

I would-

periences
are repeated in every century, of color.
Senators, Representatives,
and on every people who resist the gos- clerks, belles, and men and women of

a brighter P The fifth seal di-closes ;marryred saints sti]l living and joining in the

of the white clothes of the uative Chris~

tive. ‘President Arthur is very unassuming and I dare say he would prefer not to
stared at.

should eliminate, so far as possible,
the idea
of time from our thoughts, and allow the

usual results of rejecting Christ, and also
death and perdition. Jerusalem in ruins

52

not forgotten.
¢ God is not slack con- | Wy.
Every year Christmas is an im- | tians! At 1, ©. m., our Sabbath:school for
cerning his promises as some men count | Provement upon the last in the way of the little" children was: calléd. Some
.
of
slackness, but long suffering.” Mercy toys and mechanical inventions. Menare those’ Hindoo boys who made the blots,
and not weakness is the reason the cruel truly but children
of a larger growth and and one of their teachers came to see and
are not quickly destroyed. The vision of stand grinning at these wonderful fancies hear. ‘They paid the best. attention and
martyred saints in white robes, in tangi- with as much interest any four year old. heard some precious truths which were
Last Sunday I went to St. John, and be- entirely new to them. They begged for
and happy, was a sweet relief to
‘ble form

aud rocks lo ** hide them from the face of
the Lamb.” Often in the centuries have Boston says that nothing like it has ap:
Christ peared for twenty years, since the powerscenes been witnessed.
such
You may béar the sound of their falling feet
his ¥ul stories of Sargent were published,
among
horse
white
the
scenes
to
interlock,
overlap
and
become
riding
Jesus,
Going down to the river where !two worlds
spoken of Christ; “It is expedient for us largely contemporary. They relate to pha- hosts, moving on, ‘‘ conquering. .and. to which is great praise. The cause of temmeet;
3
that one man should die for the people ’? ses of experience far more than to historic cotquer,” on such ocoasions, is no mere perdfice certainly needs all the outside
They go to return no more.
See how the whole nation has thus been order or succession. The foundation of the fancy, but a glorious and potent. fact. aid it can get, and I hope the book wil! be
There's a place for youin the ranks,
my boy,
gathered
in one. Nothing ever has and whole is laid in chap. 1V.
GARRY Moss.
Then every eye doth see him; all classes an added help.
And duty, too, assigned;
Step into the front with a cheerful face;
«nothing ever could 80 uvite our people as
wicked
the
presence,
his
confess
men
of
Chapters V, VI, VII, enlarge upon the
this common calamity and national be- theme,
+ Be quick or another may take your place,
A book is in the right bund of ¢ wail because of him.”
NEW REVISION,
And you may be jeft behind.
reavement. Different sections of the coun- God the Father, sealed with seven seals.
Impending wrath is delayed, wT
There
is
evidently
strong feeling on the
try,
diverse
interests,
opposing
political
Theres a work to be done by the way, my boy,
A book is the usual type of divine plans sealing angel fixes the sign of heirship
question
of
the
popular
adoption of the
parties, various religious creeds, have been and purposes. Those now involved have in the foreheads of the converted.
That you never oan tread again;
Of
Wark for the loftiest, lowliest men; .
bronght together and united in the noblest a new and. all-controlling factor, and these there aré ‘“ an hundred and forty New Revision. But it is noticeable that
Work for the plow, plane, spindle, and pen:
of br.therhoods, the brotherhood of pray- hence cannot be opened save by the Lion and four thousand,” a symbolic throng. less feeling is displayed by members of
Werk for the hands and the brain.
er and humiliation before God ina com- of the tribe of Judah, the Lamb slain. Still more ‘‘ a great multitude _ which no theRevision Committee and their immedmon affliction. Not our nation only but Redemption leads law, justice and pow- man can number of all nations, kindred iate friends, than by those who have “less
Temptations
will wait by the way, my boy,
Tempiations without and within;
every civilized country has joined in er; 80 the Redeemer presides. ‘Su he and people, and tongues” are saved, and reason for interest in the Revision, and
Aud spirits of ew], with robes as fair
sympathy over the calamity and admira« cometh.” **All power hath been giv- stand up in the first resurrection ‘before who are less competent judges of its real
As those which the ungels in heaven might tion of the character of our lamented
value. Those who protest against ‘its
én unto me in heaven and on earth.” the throne and before the Lamb clothed
wesr,
:
adoption
most vigorously, on the ground
chief.
Could
anything
have
been
more
Therefore the four cherabim
(living with white robes and palms in their
Will lure you to deadly sin.
touebing and coniforting than these un- creatares,) the four and twenty elders, bands.” + These are they who came out ‘of its inaccuracies and infelicities, are
Then put on the armor of God, my boy,
paralleled demonstrations which shall Jive the prayers of mariyred saiots,the angels, of great tribulation and. have washed their commonly those who would hardly be
In the beautiful days of youth ;
in memory long as the republic shall en- a hostof * ten thousand times ten thou- robes and made them white in the blood called on to improve the renderings, if
Put on the helmet and breastplate and shield.
the world were searched for new helpers.
dure?
King and Emperor, premier and sand, and thousands of thousands,” offer of the Lamb” (Rev. 7:9, 14-17). * They
And the sword that the feeblest arm may wield
And those who insist that the Revision
prince,
and
chiefly
England's
motherly,
more,
any
thirst
neither
more,
no
hunger
fn the cause of right and truth,
service to the Lamb.
He is the central
shall
be at once accepted are generally
loving, Christian Queen, unite in tbeir figure, the leader, the captain of the host,
for the Lamb who is in the midst of the
And go to the'battie of life, my boy,
ready tribute of sympathy. = Were not all in the midst of them, directing and giving throne shall feed them, and shall lead those whose opinion is soonest made
With the peece of the gospel shod ;
their faith and prayer and unity at home, force and success to their ministries. All them to living fountains of waters, and and soonest changed on any important
And before bigh heaven dn the best you can
and sympathy frem the civilized world, laws of nature, all temdencies of histo- God shall wipe away all tears from their matter. Thdse who would give the
For the reward snd the good of man,
due
consideration,
are
like songs of comfort to us in the night of ry, all moral forces, all spiritual Influen- eyes.” What sweet comfort was this to question
For the kingdom and crown of God.
it that
consideration;
and
Bradford Republican.
our affliction, and cause for unfeigned ces, are althe disposal of the *‘ Lamb the aged, discouraged prisoner on Patmos! giving
AAP
thanksgiving?”
| What an inspiring outcome of the. perse- they are in no worry because not everyslain.”
body else has formed and expressed, and
The speaker proceeded to say that we
THANKSOIVIN G ABROAD.
The seven seals cover the epiritoal his- cutions and toils of saints! Surely their
is
ready to fight for, an cpinion as fo the
had
cause
for
thankfulness
in
the
fact
of
BYF. 58. M.
tory of the kingdom of God, and of each “labors are not in vain in the Lord;” wisdom of receiving this Revisionas final,
of the Presidents good example and politcitizen in that kingdom.
The general ‘‘the gates of hell cannot prevail against instead of taking it as the basis of another
It is a common opinion that when ical purity,—‘*A lesson to those who eoncurrent of events first brings tribulation the church.”
the help
Americans leave America they also leave sider good conscience a barrier to their po- und after that victory. This is the order
After this bright picture of the harvest and completer R-vision. Meantime
of
its
improved
renderings
will
be
gladly
behind them their religion and social litical preferment or commercial success.”
of souls, the quiet of the seventh seal is
of the seven parts,ol the vision of seals and
accep‘ed by all who are wise.— Sunday
habits, and adopt the customs of Europe. dis temperate life and domestic virtues
in
order.
¢‘
And
when
he
had
opened
the
also of the subsequent visions. Through
It may be a fault of our people, both at were alluded to as causes of thanksgiving great toil and tribulation, the world will seventh seal there was silence in heaven School Times.
home and abroad, that we are too ready because of the influence they would exert
That
be saved. The first four seals relate to about the spice of half an hour.”
to imitate the manners and ways of upon the youth of our land.
MISSION WORK.
work and suffering; the other three to was enough to: reveal the sweetness of
Earopean nations, but that is a fault of a
We were asked to remember ¢ that we victory. The prayer of the four cheru- eternal rest. Then the canvas turns,
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. 0, WATERMAN.
young country and may easily be pardon- are much blessed in our present chief bim to the Lord Jesus, ‘ Cume,”is the and another aspect of the kingdom is set
ed as a sin of over-veneration for the raler, the newly inaugurated President; pivotal point. The forces disclused unde forth in pigture, covering the same pePHILADELPHIA, PA.
decrees of tong Sstutlisbed courts and for untoward events and unlooked for
As itis not my
the seven seals operate together, and the riod already presented.
We hope that none of our readers overtribunals.
circumstances have brought to the head Nseveral prayers, ¢ Come,” are really one purpose to multiply these articles, I simTo show that the home institutions are of the nation & man who seems to be continuous prayer in response to the an- ply suggest that every successive vision looked, or neglected to read, the article
under ‘ Denominational”, from the Cor.
-.by no maens forgotten we will briefly impressed with’ the responsibility of the nouncement, ** Su he cometh.”
presents s sorhe special view of Christ comThe old
Sec’y of the II. M. Soc., concerning our
describe Thenksgiving day at Nice, where office, and resolved conscientiously to dis- version makes the eherubim say, ‘Come ing in his Kingdom, the sufferings of
church
in“ Philadelplita,;-and the loterests
probably more American travelers are charge it. May our prayers for his direc- and see.”
Bat this is known to be saints, the cruelty of sinners and the glo- clustering around it. The cise has restopping at #his sesson of the year than in tion and assistance be frequent ard wiong. The new revision his it right. rious triumphs of the gospel in like orcently’ been before the sub-committee of
any other place in Europe.
. | fervent”
The the Board, and it is evident to all who
It is a prayer to Capist beseechigg him to der with the one already discussed.
The weather was beautiful. We could
After alluding to causes for personal come. And he does come quickly.
next and last article“ will’ relate to the have the facts before them, that now is
hardly assooiute Thanksgiving day with thanksgiving, the gpeaker closed. *‘ Lut
the time to put in money for that enterThe first four seals reveal four horses, final vision of tho whole panorama.
such hot suwshine, balmy air and profa- not to-day’ s rejoicings degenerate into a
prise. The brethren and sisters there bethe customary sy mbolsof action. The color
sion of flowers. We walked to church on mere feat
of the body withoutits spiritual
long with us.
We are their spiritnal
of the horses probably suggest the qualiLETTER FROM WASHINGTON.
, the shady side of the street, finding sum- food for the soul, such as .cansed the com
kinsfolk.
We are debtors
to them to
ty of service rendered, but not with spe¢
mer overcoats and dolmans a burden.
The doings in Washington are nearly . the extent of our ability to help them. If
plaint of the prophet in his day, when he
cial certainty. On the white horse sat
The American church at Nice is of the said, «the harp and the viol, the tabret
always of a character to interest the peo- we can do for them now what they-need,
-one with a bow ; and a crown wus given
Episcopalian order. It was organized in and the pipe, and the wine are in their
ple of all parts of the country, The which is not a great sum, we believe that
to him; and he went forth conquering,
1878 and is dependent upon the voluntary feasts, but they regsrd not the work of
Guiteau trial is of course telegraphed far they will do for themselves generously and
We are not left in
They
have shown already
contribations of jis well wishers in the the Lord neither consider the operations and to conquer.
and wide but it is hereafter all, I am sorry vigorously.
doubt
as
to
the
personality
of the rider ; he
that they are willing and disposed to make
city. The seats are free -and all are in- of his hands.” Nor again let the lamentato say, that the interets centers.
-vited to {make it their home, whatever be tion of the prophet be fulfilled in our day, isthe Lord. The 45th psalm describes him
Many ladies whom I know have been sacrifices. We have no reason to doubt
their religious belief. . There are services nor in our colony here, *‘ None saith and his work. ‘ Gird thy sword upon daily visiting at the court house. The that they will continue to do so until suctwice upon Sunday and also wpon days where is God my maker, who giveth us thy thigh, O most Mighiy, * * * in thy question is up in Washington circles, cess crowns their efforts. Bat they must
mx jesty ride prosperously because of truth
have a little help just now.
We commend
of festivals as appeiated by the Episcopal songs in the night.” ”
whether it is a proper place for women.
and meekness, and righteousness. * * *
the
cause
to
the
sympathies
and
purses of
That depends [suppose upon personal
church. An interesting = Sunday-school
. The remaining time-honored
obserThine arrows shall be sharp in the heart
our
brethren,
and
hope
to
hear
soon that
gives a welcome to the ohiliren who may vances of Thanksgiving were no more of the King’s enemies. * * * Thy throne, O idiosyncrasies. 1 for one would walk ten
| the hard working pastor has received such
be tarrying for awhile in a strange land. omitted on this side the Atlantic, we bemiles to avoid either a sight of Guiteau or
encouragement as will insure a vigorous
The pastor is Rev. John Corpell, former- lieve, than on the other.’ For several God, is forever nnd ever.” This psalm the court house. I notice that women in
pushing of the work there until it shall be
ly of New York city. He is faithful and days leading hotels had been advertising is frequently referred to in the New Tes- this case give nearly the same verdict;
beyond the risk of failure under the prestament
as
Messianic.
Zechariah
tells
us
pleasing in his pastoral duiles, inspiring Thanksgiving dinners, and boarding*“ The prisoner looks like a villain by na- ent auspices.
:
and instructive in his sermons; and though house and private families have been that the four horses represent the four tare.”
R. M. LAWRENCE, ESQ.
spirits of God (Z:ch. 6: 5), hence the
young in years, yet his evident interest in endeavoring to produce the tiaditional
One gentleman said to me the other
Redeemer
is
properly
represented
as
Our
friends
will be glad to know that
the perplexities of travelers, and his dishes as far.as French
markets and
day, **I saw Guiteau quite close-—near
‘ coming ia his kingdom by the symbo)
Bro. Lawrence arrived in New York on
practical efforis of assistance, make him . French cooks were able, and though perenough to touch him.” ‘ What do you Saturday, the 17th inst. His health is
of a rideron horses. The white horse
a veritable shepherd of the American col- baps the Indian pudding has been wantthink of him P" I asked.
much better than when he left Midnapore.
fittingly represents the gospel; the" red:
ony.
“ Well, I thought him rather .a wild
ing and the pumpkin pie could hardly be
horse the sufferings of those who preach looking sinner; bis eyes were cast upon He went on Monday, the 19th, to Hillsdale,
The room occupied by the church is recognized across the water, yet the
Mich., where he will remain for the pressituated in one ofthe best Jocations of the luscivus fruits of this country and the the gospel, dod the turmoil of opposition. the ground.
Now I've seen a good many ent.
n
The
Saviour
said
he
did
not
come
to
send
oity und it is ¢ A little singular that one ol delfeacies whose making is a secret with
insane men in my day, but none of them
peace on the earth but a sword.
Blood could look at you with a steady eye.
Ink Blots.
the streets
hose, corner the build the French, amply make amends for any flowed on account of the gospel, the
Something in the eye would betray them. ' How badly they did look In our chapel
Bed
for that great of our own home dishes which were
fault of the wicked and the misfortune of There's no iusanity about him, but I tell
There they were in
‘last Sunday morning!
The room is wanting.
the saints.
you the man is punished every moment. God’s house—great “blurs and many of
the lower
mansion. The
In the afternoon the pastor’ s wife held
The third seal reveals a black
80 When he alighted from the van, he seem- them ; some as large as yaqur hand, on the
ceiling
1 & carpet keeps a reception which, like all her receptions,
and
the
fourth
a
pale
one,
and
in
their
ed to draw himself together, and if ever mats and on the platform. ‘How did
comfortable from was homelike and pleasant. Friends
The altar is ar- called upon each other, or walked along train follow dearth, poverty, misery, the mortal terror was stamped on a man’s they happen to come into the house of
And the troops march steadily on, my boy,
To the srmy gone before;

|

TB
aL
op
BI REV,
0%:
Lin Mpls

astray. From the fifth chapter onward, the

business,

Dover, N. H.
joni be addresatsed,

An American Thanksgiving
France may be ioteresting

H.,

seem to prevail against ‘thee ? They sre | Windows ave

’

friends, and we have been kindly allowed
to make extracts. , Afier an introduction

i

in

- STUDIES IN REVELATION.

remittances of

letters

a

Tone

,

had

N.

v.
‘With the key to this book in hand, we
easily unlock ils’ mysteries.
Holding

Rev. I. B. STEWART, Publisher,

:

many of whom

DOVER,

sermon in
to home

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

=

Americans present,

not. heard it before.
The sermon followed, from the text, * Who givets songs in
the night,” Job 34: 11.

STAR,

the government schools sent in a request
for our chapel, that
our

in it the

Hindouo schools might

teachers of

assemble

and

they left, we thought we were done with:
them for this year. But no, Wednesday
forenoon one .of the inspecting Baboos
brought.a teacher and said, * This man
has had po talk with you, and has received no book. Do give bima book that
tells about Christ, for he livesin a dark
place.” He gladly received a copy of the
gospel by Luke, and several tracts.

Reader, what wil you do to4mike the ..
light shine into all

the

dark

places?

Oh,

for Christian" workers to go into all the
villages ¢ to seek and save the lost.”
schools may

ceme

into our chapel

The

for ex—

amination next year and make all the ink
blots they please.
*‘If they can only get:

some rays of light here to-earry to thelr
heathen homes, we ean afford to scour the:
ink spots.” So say my Christian girls.
Just now I am asking, ¢ Are there not
many stains darker than those of ink in

| many

beautiful

worship?”

and

Could

expensive

houses

of

we but see into hearts

as the Creator can, should we not behold
blood guiltiness? The guilt of letting
our fellow beings go down
to eternal
death, when they might have been brought

to cternal life?

I am ashamed of myself,

ashamed of our native preachers and of almost all Christendom, when I learn that
there are villages within twenty miles of
this place where the gospel has never been
preached.
Ye who are faithful, pray daily
for those who have taken Christian books
to their dark villages. Our native preachers are many of them suffering with fever,
or they

would, now

the rains are over, be

going ahout preaching.
My heart is very
sad for the want of more workers.
f
L. CRAWFORD.
Nov. 4, 1881.
To the Women

of the Maine

Yearly

* DEAR
been

SISTERS :—The

exprgssed

Western

Meeting.

wish

for gome

has

often

specific wors

in

this District on which we would unite and
feel that it was our own.
After consult
ing with those intérested, as far as practicable, it has been decided that we will assume the'support of Miss Mary Bacheler,
which is $300, and try to raise, also, at
least $100 for her work—that is for the
support of pative teachers that labor uo-

der her directions.
We greatly need and
greatly desire unanimity and enthusiasm
io this undertaking.
Last year we raised
in this Yearly

Meeting about $30C,

but not

one-fourth of the churches, and probably
not ope in ten of the women in the Yearly
Meeting, did- anything.
We desire that
every woman should have a part in this
work.
If every ome will pay thq very
small sum of twenty cents a year this sume

will be raised, but you who read this must
not suppose that all you have to do is to

pay

this trifle.

Remember

how

many

there are who do not read, and that to
raise even this small averagé will require
earnest effort on the part of a few; and
that you are ene of those who are called
on to see that this is accomplished, not
only by giving yourself according to your
ability, but
by using your inoflaence to
bring others into the work.
There is now
a Q. M. Society organized in each Quarter-

ly Meeting in this District. Let there ba
an earnest effort to secure the organization
of an auxiliary in every church.
I beseech

you who read

this to take this work into

your own hands.
If you can not secure
an organization in the church to which
you belong, try at least to raise an average
of

twenty cents

to each

ward it to the Treasurer
Mission Society, for the
Bacheler and her work.
ber her in our prayers as
an arduous and perilous
half. The obligations to

woman,

and

for-

of the Woman’s
support of Miss
Let us all rememone who is doing
work in.our bethis work are no

greater on her part than on ours, and
while she goes down info the pit let us be
careful to hold the rope. Let us work
we would demand others to work for us
we were in the darkness and miseries
heathenism, Let us work for the sake
our perishing sisters, who

turn

their

as
if
of
of

im-

ploring eyes to us for aid. Let us work
for the sake of Him who gave his life for
us, and who demands this proof. of our
love to Him, that, as we have freely re¢elved, we freely give.
“V. G. Ramsey, IMs. See.

their

best pupils from the neighboring villages
for examination. This, they said, was a
central place and very convenient,

then teachers and pupils kept ealling. All
wanted books, and all heard some good

the

Ti

CuINgss have some admirable qual-

ities, and they need nothlog but true relig-

ion to make

them a nohle race.

Let the

hoys should be very careful not to mar or
to let
We consented
irjure anything.
eight
for
premises
sacred
the
occupy
them
days. Only two-thirds of the time had

their souls, bless them with a Christian
conscience, awaken within their souls

behold” the lasting marks of the

and the divine,—let this be done, and their

boys’ carelessness. ‘‘ Ah! they shall not
come here another year,” thought I. How

progress in the path of true greatness will

gone, and
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love and

fear of God

take
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possession of

longings after the spiritual, the heavenly,

be rapid and signal.—Rev. Griffith John, in
badly those blick stains looked by the sige the Methodist Manual,
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( From Rev. Dr. P. S.

Various are the methods by which, and
the circumstances under which, God calls

men. We know how he called Abraham
out of the depths of idolatry, and Samuel
in his early boyhood, and Saul of Tarsus
while he was on his way to Damascus,
breathing out Slaughter against
the

church. 2)

,

exercise,

Notes and Hints.

‘this lesson took place abouta year

ye go, preach,” was his command to
them. Hé preached * the gospel of the
this is the

sub-

stance of every true preacher's message.
The time for this preaching had fully
come. John had done the. preliminary
work and now Jesus came to carry forward the same mission of mercy to the
world. His first exhortatjon to men was

to ** repent and believe,” and these acts
must ever be the beginning of & Christian

There is to-day the same necessity

for repenting and believing that there was
then, and the gospel preacher must not
fail to continue the call first issned by
Jesus Christ himself.
1I. Disciples called.
The time had
‘come for organizing the forces by which
the kingdom of God was to be established
and extended, and our Saviour now calls
to his assistance men in whom he saw
«qualities of mind and character which
would enable them to become successful
«¢ fishers of men.” These fellow helpers
were chosen, not from the
religious
whose

minds

were filled with wrong conceptions of the
mission of the Messiah

and

the

teacher and

the

prophets, etc.,” but he called nobody
just to come in and do nothing; ‘to
every man his work.” Our work may
not be what is called ¢ official,” but it

may, though in an obscure

sphere,

be

immensely important for all that; and
nobody can do it but ourselves; and we
neglect
it at our peril. It was for the
after
doing of just that, God called us into his
first kingdom; and to it he has assuredly callwas ed us as any man was ever called into
gave| .the ministry. Let us seek to ¢ apprehend
piety (lay hold of) that for (the sake of) which
forth we_are apprehended of God in Christ

his baptism.
I. The preaching of Jesus. The
public aud official act of our Saviour
preaching the gospel. He always
honor to this method of promoting
and true religion. When he sent
his disciples, it was to do this work. ¢* As

‘Geachers of the times, men

for

each one, even as he did Simon and Andrew, James and John, to a special work.
‘“ He called some apostles, and some

There was an interval of several months
between the baptism of Jesus and the
imprisonment of John. That time our
‘Saviour spent in Judea. The events of

life.

than

Christian scholars in a class to tell how
the Lord called them, and brought them
into his kingdom.
Then, being in his kingdom, he calls

amazed.

and

a death-bed

or some other great affliction. There
can be no more interesting and profitable

Disciples called.

God,”

Somefimes, the Lord uses for the purpose a sermon or a song, Sometimes a
book or a friend, sometimes

* Devils cast out.

of

Henson.)

the kingdom

of God, and who were (ully committed to
and interested in maintaining, the exist-

Jesus.”— Baptist

Teacher.

( From Rev, P. B. Davis.)

The way to spread the gospel is to tell
what Jesus does. The most convincing
argument for Christianity is its results.
Let all, therefore, who can do so,

tell

of

received through Christ. His enemies
have nothing to refute the argumeénts
drawn from the experience of
those
whom Jesus saves.—Monday Club Sermons.
JOHN MARK.
BY JOHN BROWN SMITH.
The Latin name of the author of the
second Gospel was Marcus. His Jewish
name was John,contracted from Johanan,

meaning

‘‘ the

grace

of

God.”

He

spoken(ofas ** John, whose surname
Mark ;” then

as

‘‘ John”

and,

is

is

at last,

society at Jerusalem.” Her
Mary. It was to her house

name was
that Peter

went after his miraculous release from

prison and found his friends holding a
prayer-meeting. He aceompanied Paul
and Barnabas on their return from Jeru-

salem to Antioch, A. D. 45. He also went

He was with Paul in bis first teaFion
ment at Rome, A. D..61to 63, and is

sense and some ability to grasp spiritual

spoken of by him with great affection.
in life he visited Babylon, from
which place . Paul desired Timothy to

from

a

truths after their minds were divested of
~ the prejudices established
by their early
* edueation and had
1 enlightened by
tthe ' power of the Holy Spirit. They

saying in her

. In this sad
heart, «I will ascend above the hights of body in a fearful manrer
condition, he went to the city walls, tellthe clouds; I will be like the Most
High.” Travelers assert that their Arab
companions could not be induced to remain

there

towards

night, from

fear of

evil spirits; that the entrances to many
of the ruins, where once royalty dwelt,
are strewn with bones of sheep and
goats, while all the ruins abound with li-

ons and other wild beasts.

Rauwalf says

that

not

‘in

the. 16th

century

a house

was to be seen and its ruins are the only
indication that it ever existed.” *‘Bel

afier

down, Nebo

stoopeth, their idols

were
fle;
den,
ity”

a deified prophet, as the name signifies.

Bel Was probably Belus or Nimrod,
whom his son Ninus taught the Assyrians
to worship as God after his death. I
was the custom of conquerors to destroy
the gods of the places conquered (Isa.
37: 19); so when Cyrus besieged Babylon, about 170 years after this prophecy
(Isa. 46), they took the idols with the
rest of the spoil, considering them lumber instead of treasures; so they were a
‘heavy load” for the weary
beast.
¢¢ And I will punish Bel in Babylon, and I
will bring forth out of his mouth that}
which he hath swallowed up”, etc. (Jer.
51: 44).
Long after this prophecy,
Xerxes, returning from his noted Grecian

campaign,

destroyed

its temple taking

with him its vast riches. The Babylonians ascribed the honor of their success
great victo-

ry placed the best of their spoils in this
temple. The temple at last became the
natural den of lions. ‘The wall shall
fall.”
¢ The broad walls of Babylon
shall be utterly broken”, ete. (Jer. 51.)
ble wall that the people from the top of it
derided Cyrus for attempting to subdue
them, for they had Sufficient provisions of

all kinds for twenty years. Some of the’
wall was destroyed by Cyrus, also by Darius Hystaspis, but when uninhabited it
was repaired by later Persian monarchs for
a hunting park. When Alexander lost his
most

intimate

friend

or ‘‘second

self”,

Hephzestion, he caused three-quarters of a
mile of the wall to be thrown down, upon
which he erected a monument about 200
ft. high, 1-8 mile square, while the magnificence of its decorations excelled the

bring him, because he was

* profitable

speak ay

MIL. Devils castouwt. Very soon after
cilling the So fourof his disciples, Jesus
gave proof of his jpewer over the
t

' enemy
of i

. 8 the worid®

He

. met in the synagogue at Capernaum a
stam fo whom ose of Bae’ ovi dnd i

:

ha fakin Wp bis shod
ed

He'

not content with this,
made to Hephastion as
“The mighty men
forborne to fight, they

ordered sacrifices
a demi-god.
of Babylon have
have remained in

their holds.” ¢ One post shall run to
meet another, and one messenger to meet
another, to show the king of Babylon
that his city is taken at one end, ‘and that

the passages are stopped, and the men of
war are affrighted” (Jer. 51).

When Corus had spent two years before Babylon, he had not succeeded ‘in
drawing them out to battle; for aftera
loss of one or two previous battles they
lost courage. and retired within their
walls, fully assured that they could never
be taken. Bat, on the night of Belshaz-

and that he must yield to the

greater power in whose presence he was.

el treatment from Darius.

He was well:

known a: Babylon, so they gladly received his offered service since he was
well acquainted with the designs of the
Persians, and gave him as many troops as
he wished. In his first sally he destroyed
a thousand Persiang, and

two thousand a

few days after, and four thousand the
accordance with a
with Darius. By
pepular and was
of the army, having

third time, in
arrangement
became very
generalissimo

previous
this he
declared
the care

master of the city which he could conquer neither by force
us gave Zopyrus the
this opulent city, also
every possible honor
He

immediately

nor famine. Darientire revenue of
conferred upon him
that a king could.

ordered

hundred

the

gates pulled down, and the walls destroyed, that she might not again rebel
against him; he also had three thousand
of the principal revolters empaled, pardoning all the rest, and had fifty thousand women brought from different parts.
of his empire to fill the places of these so
cruelly murdered at the beginning of the
siege.
‘It shall never be inhabited.”
This was verified by those who should
have been its protectors, but

instead

came the means of reducing

be-

her to soli-

tude by residing in Shusan, Ecbatana and

other places, rather than preferring Babylon as the royal city. The new Persian
kings injured it by building Ctesiphon and

taking many of its inhabitants, while SeJeucia was built in its neighborhood purposely to cause its desertion. In Strabo’s time ‘the greater part of Babylon
become a desert”, and in the time of Jerome, A. D. 340, the Parthian kings had

made it into a park for hunting recreation. Much light has been thrown upon
the confused early history of Babylon by
the brick tablets with cuneiform characters dug from the ruins of great cities on
the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates.
|
If nations anciently, becoming wicked
and idolatrous, were so severely punished, is it not natural to suppose that

modern nations, possessing the light and
gospel of which they knew nothing,
should receive greater condemnation?
Tt
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honesty itself is almost supertluous; and
whether their employes love or curse
them is as indifferent as the sentiment of
the brute that pulls in their harness.
Consequently they are quite sincere in

Ph

PA

system

en Det

whispering in our ears, for the comfort
of bereaved hearts, the words she so often
repeatdd before she left us, ** The Lord
knew best!” ¢ Suffer the little children

not like it, he

the benefit of our school at that place. It
was led by Bro. H. E. Keyes and had the
endorsementof Bro. Hrackett. ln..the
course of time quite a portion of these
singers had, as the band had changed,
never seen Harper's Ferry.
Later still
Bro. K. retired from its leadership. And

leave it.

is perfectly

welcome

al

IS ITA FRAUD?
{ assuring the man of noblest qualities and
Several years ago a band of colored
powers who asks something above the
singers went out from Harper's Ferry to
price of animal muscle, that if he does
sing, in our churches and elsewhere, for

to

Granting even the fall value of

his business and moral excellence, they
can better afford ‘to lose him than to
break in upon their system for him. And

the better places, of which it is true there
are still many in ordinary establishofents
are all full, and kept full like a reservoir

now like the knife which had exchanged

under pressure.

blade and ‘handle several times, but was
the same knife. still, the old name, ** Harper’s Ferry Singers” is retained, and they
publish on their bills the certificates of

He looks about him, on-

ly to face absolute starvation outside the
coffle he is in, remembers his babes, and
stays.
:

'OHILDPIETY.
BY

God
children,

so the king

OAN ONE:vg HONEST BUST
+4

BY WILLIAM C- CONANT.

cleser

than

of them.

gling in this desperate melee of all races,
finds every inch of ground disputed with
an unscrupulous energy that must be
matched in kind, unless overmatched

by

abilities that few possess.
There is room for a comparative few
to live by the trade of a minority who
recognize and like to pay the honest price
of honest goods. The rest must give
place to underbidding competition, or
meet it on its own basis, by adulteration,
short weight, or other forms of robbery
such as insolvent recklessness

packed, well kept and some Tn

in trade,

The

In the. beautiful

is

honest

than paying another half dollar to get them

man who will do none of these things,

back home, or even losing that already

must find it impossible to compete in paid for delivering the *‘ gift” free.

At
all events, he finally dropped the melancholy little coin into his pocket, and silently went his way. There was some

markets controlled by the general prevalence of ingenious and indirect fraud.

It may be said, that there

are many

lines of business in which fraud is not thus
dominant. But, outside of the mechanic

trades, there

discussion

are few in which oppresminimum,

and

sup-

The

immor-

talized horrors of wholesale shirt-making

died, she very frequently

would

say to

the

terms,

and

A little

less of this throughout, the least flow of

sympathy or scruple in the case-hardened jaws of the machine, would disable
it utterly for the work to be done. He
himself had proved this in earlier strugof his competitors

gles and some

have

proved it gince. The Golden Rule is no
policy in the world below or its suburbs.
rules

®atan makes the rules there—such

when 1 suits his purpose to be plausible, as my three merchants follow—you
are free to take it or leav it.

Nevertheless, the Golden

dend. It—is—the—Hule!

the

Hule is not

1t it conflicts

much’ the

so

with business,

business;

supply anything, from the great contractor; who must grind his work people
to despair or be underbidden and sup-

worse

lor

‘the worse for

and so mugh

those who are in bu ness, unless they

esghpe. It is forever
nreke good their
and in the long ron
certain, in all pl
it will always be fohgd out, that true
ly in the
commerce and just gain

to

the poor
who has no choice but to
starve -outcight, or do an almost impossible day’s task for a starvation pittance,

free

of

exchange

equivalents.

The

forced exchange of non-equivalénts, no
matter how subtle the force, and mo mat-

One sighs to think how often hardheartedness comes of riches, but the truth in

ter how or by whom applied, carries with

the case is that riches come of hardheart-

all advantage voluntarily taken of it, the

edness,

‘curse of fraud.

The rites that Mammon

requires

receiving
no word,
‘Babylon is the sad hearts of her parents, of her are as cruel as those of Moloch, and these
fallen.” Then was fullfilled many of the own accord, "‘ The Lord knew best! ” | high priests ot his dictate prices; wages,
fearful predictions of the. prophets, and would repeat that expression’ and conditions of business, Yo all below

: He eried out in alarm and sager. With the per cent. of correct answers. —Con- | tIsainh, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, etc, until she got from them a favorIs i¥ not “wonderful that Cyrus, almost able response to this declaration. The
pa went Jusesat Ui oul and delivered .gregationalist.
FE

the

pends absolutely on a business habit as

relentless as a quartz-crusher.

more oppressive the dealings with all whe

planted by some ope who will, down

by

mainly made from others’ necessity and .
loss. Bat it is certain that his success de-

vestigation, the scantier the wages are

found, the harder

settled

don’t like the price:” and this, to him,
was tho law and the prophets.
I cannot say that the profits of the successful Christian merchant are wholly or

compel

simplicity

her own words, as well as to unite ia the

afterwards;

merchant with the decisive remark, * nobody is obliged to sell me anything if he

every competitor to join, directly or indioften

at

least, evidently valuable. My Christian
friend, the bookseller, turned them over,
and coolly told the poor fellow, that he
could not pay for the lot more than fifty
cents! That would make good the expressage, leaving the books a present—
or what do they call it above P—to the
prosperous merchant.
Better, perhaps,

which amounts to obtaining goods for ten
to fifty cents on the dollar.

But lately I acquired a sudden

respect and cordiality for my old-fash.ioned second hand dealer, on witnessing
a transaction in a very successful modern
establishment of the kind. A student
had sent to it-his box of text bookgsneatly

of are matched, and always will be, in every
their minds, it is not difficult for them to line of busindss where the unscrupulous
find Jesus, *‘ For of such is the kingdom can take advantage of the necessitous,to
of heaven.” We will notice one out of secure the prize of traflic that goes to the
the many instances, to illustrate our lowest bidder. And, on the whole, these
men fix the standard cost and the market
thought,
Our own precious child, Lizzie, who died price, wherever they form an active eleThe goods
of diphtheria after an illness of only three ment in a line of business.
days, in Harrisburg, Pa., October 15, not procured by their methods CANOE be
1881, aged six years and ten months, sold above cost:
One of the signs of the times is the cbne
gave good evidence of piety.
Jesus
centration
of business in monster estaband heaven were sweet realities to her.
Prayer was to her little heart a pleasure. lishments, and another is the astonishing
Often would she gn away alone and pray severity of such establishments with emto the Lord. At family worship she was ployes, contractors, &c., As a rule, the
wont to offer up her own little petitions in more enermous concern you seleet for in-posed.

mean ye, that je

and complacent. They are sure they pay
and both on good authority, that bus
every one all that it is necessary to pay him,
cannot be conducted successfully in
for his labor or his goods, and they canYork on Christian principles.
Ih
not imagine a fairer thing. Their embeen inclined to think that both sides are ployees are equally sure of the fact; and
right. The old style of business men curse in their hearts the banded rapacity
firmly believe that the best merchant is that makes the fact.
the best man ; and this accords with their
I have sold valuable books, and felt the
own experience in fresher times than
cold steel of the second hand dealer as he
these, and in the conservative sphere they put the price at which he would not have
contribute still to maintain. - On the othsold me an old spelling book, on the best
er hand, the new generation now strug-

ard of cost to its

REV.T. H., DRAKE.

** What

| beat my people to pieces, and grind the
mi of the poor!” Yet the employers I

{This old question has been earneSly hav referred to are “all honorable men,”
debated of late in a religious club in hax 'somé of them pillars of philanthrophy in
York, and thence in the press: It ha}{the church. Their consciences are clear

is very near r to the hearts of our. rectly, the universal grind.
far

“tant, exclaims,

#%

sion, at least, does not squeeze the stand-

‘but the last succeeded in draining the river, di- Lord's Prayer. She had great love for
vided his army i
two parts, and the Sabbath-school and church and the
marched them by t! river-bed, from north children’s meetings. Her disposition was
south, meeting at the royal palace. to be thoughtful of others and to yield
| SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
The largest attendance at Sabbath- i destroyed the gwards; and those her pleasure to theirs beyond most chilschool by a single family, of which we ‘within the palace, opening the doors to dren of her years. She loved to read and
have ever heard, is at North Truro, Mass., know the cause of the tumult, the sol- commit to memory portions of the Script.
where a woman and her ten children, five diers rushed in, taking possession, killing ures, and to sing (he gospel songs. She
boys and flve girls, are members of the the king as well as all those who attend- was a very conscientious child in all
ed him, When the Persians appeared at things, and was obedient to her parents
school.
£9
One way to secure sdy of the lessons one end of the city, messengers were as a habit. Only three months before her
to notify the king, not knowing the last sickness, when her youngest sister
at home is to furnish each pupil with slips i sent

Jesusas the Son of ‘of paper containing questions, to which other end was taken also;

felt that his time had

when he was imme-

diately admitted and taken to the governor,
to whom he bitterly complained of his cru-

to $18,00;000, but Alexander,

some

Jesus knew his men when he
ld them. He knows them to-day.

pi

| ‘unto him for the ministry.”

amounted

d ably, the principles place he suffered martyrdom,
kingdom of God, and ‘to latter item lacks confirmation.
*reore
and persuasively in their

;
he

ing them who he was,

their

Now this transformation of human and
the Star, Bros. Brackett, Morrell and
moral relations into soulless mechanism,
upon
beast, and upon the catothers. Will Bro. Brackett please tell
¥ whip not deliver the burus if any of the earnings of these singers is a gigantic sin, that cannot be put off on
the machine ; for who made the machine?
but themselves are gone into captivalso-of guardifig
tiie city wall; then he still go for tl ad gefit of the school?
—nor palliated by the utmost results that
(Isa. 46). Bel and Nebo were the
d
most noted Babylonish idols, Nebo being opene ingthe gates for Darius who gwas ap- |
ay be claimed for it, when God, indigproach
withy/ his army, makin
him |

boweth

Thereis a
training tradition that he visited Egypt avd found.-- zar’s feast, its drunken inhabitants having
Master, to be able to-state ed the church at Alexandria, at which left the gates open, and Cyrus, having at

proved themselves,

own nose and ears, and wounded his whole

But

and women by organization, as machines,
at the lowest cost per hundred or thou.

to come unto me, and forbid them not;
for of such is the kingdom of heaven!”

3

price.

na

God?

zeal for the king's service, cut off ‘his

at any

does pot call for such men, necessarily.
It is essentially military, handling ‘men

ial

defied

she, in her

of their walls, as

of the chief noblemen of the court, in his

them

at

arrogance,

because

the top

they did Cyrus's troops long before. The
Persians used all possible force and stratagem without avail, until Zopyrus, one

simply as ‘ Mark.” His mother was a most wonderful productions of art. The
woman of some position in the Christian expense of this, with that of the funeral,

Seaof Galilee, and others of like character. They were men of sound common

rather,

Was it not

the pardon, peace and power they oe | So strongly fortified was this impreguoa-

<class of humble and comparatively uneducated laborers, fishermen upon the

but,

made?

Of no city

predictions ever made
and why were they

to their idols, and after every

with them on their first missionary journey, A. D. 48, and three years later, A.
D. 51, he went, with Barnabas, on -a
second journey.

. ing order of things,

were more fearful
by the prophets,

from

Their employes know their merits fall

well, know that they could rarely replace

them.
:
It is true that able bodied or skilled mane

—

GLEANINGS.

terpret the writing (Dan. 5).

by their strong

fortifications, they began to insult the besiegers,

con-

child. Her life was an impressive sermon.
She did not live in vain.
Constantly do we hear that sweet voice

Then, considering themdanger

seemed

ad oan

©400
-O-0-o

175 years after, when Nitocris advised her
son Belshazzar to send for Daniel, to in-

maid-servant.

selves free from

ever

‘sciously near to ker. Though so young,
she had a Christian experience that was
none the less real for being that of a mere

ale" ab

IV. No amount of knowledge will
save the soul ; we must ¢* believe the gospel,” and * repent.”
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
I. The fulfillment of prophecy.
11. Entire consecration to Christ.
III. The unclean spirits.
|

their houses shall be full of doleful creatures”, etc. In 25 years (Isa. 21) he
again prophesied of the great dismay of the
king; which prophecy was falfilled nearly

She bore ‘ the fruits

God

ib ah dv

way.”

Torics— Preaching of Jesus.

kingdom

We should obey Christ ¢ straight-

lie there, and

of the Spirit.”

a

III.

:

beasts of the desert shall

of the mystic river, look upon the brief life
she lived as the life of one who was no

hE

business at his call.

** Neither shall the Arabian
buried.
pitch tent there, neither shall the shepherds make their fold there. But wild

them too. Now that she has gone home

to God, the hearts which ache this side

EE

Galilee.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
-I. The preaching of repentance is al{ ways in order.
II. They who would follow Christ
must be willing to leave their worldly

“Her man shall tarn to his own peopleX,.
also that the king should not be

are compelled to support large families, 4
on less than the wages of a mechanic
without a faculty beyond doing what he
is told to do with his trowel, and less
than half what these same men would
bave received of course, in like positions
twenty years ago.

the room; and often tried to make us see

stranger to grace.

and directing

a

throughout all the region rourd about

sums and accounts daily,

the labor of many subordinates ; but who

of death. She said she saw her dead baby
sister, and other sweet faces of angels in

A

14
Now
after that John was
delivered up, Jesus came into
' Galilee, preaching the gospel
15 of God, and saying, The time
is fulfilled, and the Kingdom
of ‘God is at hand: repent ye,
and believe in the gospel.
16
And
passing along by the
gea of Gulilee, he saw Simon
and Andrew the
brother of
Simon
casting a net in the
sea: for they were
fishers.
17 And Jesus said unto them,
Come ye sfter me, and I will
make you to become. fishers
18 of men. And straightway they
left the nets,
and
followed
19 him. - And going on a little
further. he saw
James the
son of Zebedee, and John his
brother, who also.were in the
20 boat mending the nets. And
straightway he called them:
aud
they
left their father
Zebedee in the boat with the
hired servants, and went after
him.
And
they go into Caper21
naum; and straightway on the
sabbath day he entered into
22 the synagogue and taught. And
~ they were astonished at his
teaching: for he taught them
‘as having authority, and not
23 as the scribes. And straightway there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean
:24 spirit; and he cried out, saying, What have we to do with
thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth?
art thou come to destroy us?
I know thee who thou art, the
25 Holy One of God.
And Jesus
rebuked him,
saying,
Hold
thy peace, and ceme out of
26 him.
And the unclean spirit,
tearing him and crying with .
a loud voice, came out of him.
27 And they were all amazed,
insomuch that they questioned améng themselves, saying.
What is this? a new teaching!
with authority he command- “+
eth even the unclean spirits, :
28 and they obey him. And‘the
report
of him
went
out
straightway everywhere into
all the region of Gulilee round
about.

play over her pale face, whereon were
already settling the shadowsof the valley

I

but whom, on the contrary, he loudly warlike nation by Dejoces, their first
proclaimed tobe the Holy One of God. king, chosen thirty years after, Isaiah
It i3 not strange that the fame of the new prophesied, in the 13th and 14th chapters,
and Great
Physician spread
abroad- that «It shall be as a chased roe”, etc.,

Mark
1: 14-28,
( Revised Version.)

People

barous people, but made a powerful and

Babylon had been under Persian government 21 years, when, taking advantage
of the Persian revolution on the death of
Cambyses, and the massacre of the Magicians, she revolted in the fiftieth year of
Darius. She had secretly made preparations for four successive years, storing
the city with provisions for many years,
which compelled Darius to attack the city’
with all his forces. That their provisions
might last longer, and to render themselves more vigorous, they barbarously
destroyed all who were unserviceable.
They collected all their wives and children
and strangled them, allowing every man to
keep only his best-beloved wife and one

of absolute

A

9:93,

« Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the
beauty of the Chaldees, shall never be
inhabited”, etc. Soon after the Assyrians
had subdued the Medes, a small and bar-

egy of his general Zopyrus.

long experience in business,

integrity and self-sacrificing industry, in
Positions of respectability, handling large

a

in darkness have seen a great light.”—Is.

habitants, but God, by his prophet said,

rius unsuccessfully besieged two years,
when she was taken by the noted strat-

a

The people

TEXT: —

quelled, and who was at once recognized
by the spirit as superior to himself ; whose
authority that spirit did .not question,

walked

gious impiety of Belshazzar, her last
king. Tbe overthrow of this strongly
fortified city seemed impossible to its in-

vainly tried to conceal from her, she
would quickly seek to dispel the look of
sadness by some playful word or act; and
then a sweet smile of satisfaction would

Ahas-

uerus of Scripture, 517 B. C.; which Da-

FE

GOLDEN

that

the sacrile-

revolted,
or

Hystaspis,

+

41h Man

oppression of the Jews, and

Darius

once under

times

but many

a EE

they knew, or might have known, at
| whose simple word the evil spirit was

by her intolerable pride, her

a submis-

no means

by

was

Babylon

sive vassal,

a 2

Ss,

He oasts out another devil. - Matt. 17: 14—21.
Devils know the Son of God. Acts 19: 13—20.

city

a

Se

2:1-—11.

was caused

this wonderful

unorganized domestic service,
&c. thin in the armed
‘solidarity of the mechanical trades. The
cruelty of the times, comes upon the
classes that are weak and unskilled, like
the majority of women, or that are too
numerous for their demand, like clerks,
book-keepers, &oc. 'I ‘could name two
gentlemen down town, of capacity and

)
>> o

|’

I have lived to thank God

that all my .

prayers have not been answered. eas
Ingélow.

oe

3

Gd

a

TT.
F.

John

Galilee.

Jesus calls his disciples. Matt. 4: 18-25.
He teaches with authority. Matt, 7: 21—29.
He easts out a devil. Luke 4: 33—37.

IL.

The destruction of

in

dressmaking,

a

First mivaclein

It had

less

ae

qT.

one.

fearful

Jesus!"

Te

MM.

it was a

baffled the skill of such medical science
as the world then possessed, and had resisted all means and appliances by which
its cure had been attempted.
Here was
‘one, apparently a- man like themselves,
one whose supposed origin and history

on aah

DAILY READINGS.
Jesus in Galilee. Mark1: 14-28,

like,

loves

a

way

GALILEE.

and Lizzie

And in a few hours thereafter, this pure
spirit rdse to dwell forever with the Saviour. Not one word of complaint escaped her lips.
As she saw our. faces
gathering the look of anxiety, which we

became despoiled of more than £120,000,000 sterling.

BY JULIA.

Lizzie!

a

JESUS IN

BABYLON.

loves

ma

ses Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

(For Questions

scarcely speak above a whisper :—**Jesus

?
sessed of the greatest place in the world
long
for
had,
And now Babylon, which
ages, gloried ‘in robbing other nations,

+

8.

Lesson.-Jan.

Sunday-School

|

| very night she died she said, when™NeBal labor is the oppressor instead of the
without any act of hostility, and with no re- breathing
difficult, and she could ‘oppressed, in this country; and that, no
bly
‘pose
peacea
sistance should becom

Communications,

the unfortunate and perhaps wicked man
from his pewer. It was a sigoal acd important victory for the truth.
IV. People amazed. The people were
utterly astonished ; and well they might
be. Nothing like it had ever been seen
before. Whatever this calamity was, or

ec’

¥

J 8. 5. Bepurtment.

WW.
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Prat
i

Woman

EY

¢ It

I have

seemed as if every. soul ought.to have
been convicted; not a soul should have

And they wondered how
been unsaved.
it was that there weie so few converted.

. The

is, that Mr.

fact

Spurgeon

cannot

convict of sin—nor all the preachers in

It is the work of the Holy
the world.
Ghost. ** When he is come he will convince the world of sin.” May the Holy
Spirit come to believers, and all! There
must be secret sins clustering round the
hearts of many professing Christians,
and let us pray that the Spirit may show
us our

true condition and

holy.—Moody.

PP

YOU

make us more

Sa

OAN KEEP

IT.

speaking boldly but judiciously, without

| homes wherever found.
We shall ‘strive
seminary, which will be placed under the to make it sound in doctrine, fresh and
charge of a missionary order, whose spe- forcible in its utterances, able in all its
cial Tocal work will be to evangelize the
Chinese. Two or three young priests departments, above reproach as to the
Hels

about

to establish

gestion,

LYDIA

There

is yet

a difference, and

a

wide one, between our Sundays and the
other days of the week. But all this
apart, the point we wish to press here
is that it lies in every individual's power

to keep the Sabbath holy.

newspaper is
need to read

The Sunday

published, but you do not
it. The Sunday excursion

is advertised, but you are not compelled

to go upon it. Your neighbor may employ the day in looking over business accounts, but that does not affect the ques-

tion of your duty.

He may spend

it in

idleness at home, or in the entertainment

of friends, but that does net close the
church-doors for you. Indeed, if these

things are as they are, it is so much more
the reason why

sacredness

of

you, who ‘believe in the

the

Sabbath,

should

be

: more than ever s¢rupulous to keep
ly. . We are in hearty sympathy
«Aoi
pathy
with
ev-

and the resulting

blessing if it is properly

observed. ' And
then—and this is our
point here—we would urge upon the in-

dividual

his own

duty and’

privilege.

dren, interest themselves

leges

of

Oxford

and

A Sure

Do

and

just here that much may be done to’ be pitied than feared; their threatenings
establish and perpetuate sound
princi- serving no other purpose than to forearm
Ples, Every Sabbath-keeping individual BID pha is threatened.—1' Fuller.
8 A strong argument in favor of the
8 the pearl ripens in the obscurity of

0

its shell, so penn in the tomb all the
fame that is truly precious.—Landor.
1
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T expemienced immediate relief from pain in
the ride by the ute of your PAIN KILLER.

|

Barton Seaman says:

1 had been afflicted three years with neuralgia
end violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at. Westminstor Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your PAIN KILLER, and it gave
“me immediate relief.
T have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual
ocoupation.

|
|

—)THE(—

Chicago

1 have used your PAIN K1LLER for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit.

. Burditt writes:

1t never

failsto

hil. Gilbert,

DAVIS

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Have used PAIN Kirrer for thirty Jou,
and. have found it a mever.fatling remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

Is the OLDEST | BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

LEADING

.

give relief in cases of rheumatism.

Somerset, Pa., writes:

BEST"

RAILWAY—

—OF THE

From
use, I know your PAIN KILLER
is the best medicine
I can get.

WEST

All druggists keep PAN KiLrer. Its price is so low that it ig within the reach of all,
and it will save many times its cost in doctors’ bills. R25¢., 50¢., and $1.00 a bottle.

AND

NORTHWEST

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

Northern Illinois,

all points in
Iowa, Dakota,

Wyoming,

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona TGtah,
Nevada, and for

Bluffs, Omaha

LAKE,

LEADVILLE,

SAN

FRANCISO00,

; especially

Indigestion,

wh ittont Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ete. Enriches
gives new life to the nerves. They act
the blood, strengthens the muse. es, a
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic Symon, such

The only
as Tusting the Food, Belohing, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc,
Irqn Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
headache.
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp.of
useful and amusing reading —sent free.

BROWN

3

CHEMICAL

180 00

00., Seneca Falls, N, Y., U.S.A,
18640

[]
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CO., Baltimore, Md.
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consin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Traine

of

the Chica

North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart Yioins
rive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close connections are made wiih
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &

Onio, It
ran

Warnesud
un

Pouneylvania feiiy Chicago
and
the Kanka

Handle Routes.
7%
Re, 20 Pin
Close connections made st Junotion Points.
Itis the ONLY LINE runnin

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
HICAGD and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
BETWEEN

Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Ingist upon Ticket Agents selling
you Tickets
via this road. rely your Tickets, and _refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
v
If you wish the Best Travelling
Accommodations I$ will buy
your tickets oT
is route,
"S. AND WILL T
NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Mang’r,
Chicas.
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all

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesotg, Dakota, Wis-

A PERFECT STRENGTH ENER.A SURE REVIVER.
diseases reIRON BUFFERS aro li hly recommended for all Dyspepet
ya, Intertonic

Ne-

Colo.

te in
Territories and the West. - Alse, for
ilwaukee, Green
Bay,
Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,

A TRUE TONIC

efficient

!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and

SALT

vil

SIZES AND PRICES,
Diam. of Wgp't with Cost o)
yA A yoke &
Bell %
¢ Jrame
Hangs.
No.8, 925in. 280 1bs,
$25 00
No. 63,27 in. 340 1bs,
36 00
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Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, II. Price in Paper covers 85
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1300 other

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cinohnaat
, Cincinnati,
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BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Church.
‘Schools,
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New,
700 onl Able Authors: Fine Illustrations. promin~
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Mass.,
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the Sailors’

relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from
Homa, London:

PERRY

dry and the liquid are

otures

Boston,

THE Complete Life oF

druggists.—Globe.

:

CO.,

& CO., 51 Barclay N71.

E. York says:

with

Try

&

selling

“A Violet from Mother's Grave,” & 49 other
Cc. popular Songs, words and musie entire,

|
i
{

in extending

of disease.

JOHNSON

formerly Bangor, Me.

¢. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:

says:

About a year since my wife became subject
th wevere suffering fiom rheumatism.
Our
resort wha to the PAIN KiLLes, which speedily

Its connections are mqde in Unlon

A, KIMBALL. Gen’l Sup’t.

Depots, und

ky

ve

others,

2teow4d

only 12¢.

A

arsons’ Purgative
Pills make New Rich
urg
Blood, and will sompletely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. An
on
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12Weeks:
to sound health, if sucha thing
mail for 8 letter stamps.
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All New Style Chrome Cards, No 2 alike,

tie hands of the most inexperienced.

for Piles.

vecurrence

sh ofof Bonyour re. Ee

Hand

3
name in fancy
script type, 10c. Clini ton & Co.,
North Haven, Ct. *
w
20047
All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards, (No 2 alike.)

name on, 10cts.

It does not merely

pis
without coughing.” If your druggist does not.
keep it, send for treatise and testimonials to
H.P.K.
PECK &
Broadway, New Yor

All new, Jmporied designs of Hand

and

it is to suffer

or 0 re

AND

h

"QUOTATIONS.

It is

"proper observance of the day of rest;
and 80, IF possible, with increase

you

without

Oo
oe

of retirement with God. In the public as when he attempts to deceive God.—
:
%
services of religion, and in the privacy of Carlyle.
Those passionate persons who carry’
your own: home, you can pass
the day—
resting according to the commandment. their hearts in their mouths are rather to

rr

Sewing.

CARD

111)

oe pti mdsle epecton
asin tl I os now sleep

MACHINE
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CU

afford temporary relief, but is a permanent cure.

BEST

for

Permanently

and Dys e
and all their attendant evils.

IN
THE
wenn

The record of cures by the use of PAIN KILLER would fill volumes.
¢¥rracts from letters received show what those who have tried it think:

perfect cure ever known is Kidney-Wort, It
cures constipation, and then {ts tonic action restores health to the diseased bowels

and

+ Whatever may be the present demorali- |
Resolving to forsake all things, includes
zation, you need not allow yourself in its among
the all things—thyself.— Bernard.
si. ourrent.
You have the church; you
Man
never deceives himself ‘so much
have the Bible; you can have our hour

ong,

by all Druggists. “G8

©

our our mar-

There is nothing more painful than these diseases; but-the pain can be removed and the
disease cured by use of PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.
This remedy is mot a cheap Benzine or Petroleum product that must be kept away from
‘ent that may do
fire or heit to avoid danger of explosion, nor is’it an untricd_gxpess
more harm than good.
md
the
universal
testimony
PAIN KILLER has been in constant use for forty years.
It not only eflects a permanent cure
FAILS,
from all parts of the world is, IT NEVER
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is safe in
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.

Piles ¥ If you do you know what is one of the
worst torment of the human frame.
The most

with new! educational legislation for
Wales; and it is intended to co-operate
with those who are seeking for the abolition of ecclesiastical tests in denmominational colleges which are mainly supported by public funds.
Some special questions in the metropolis relating to charities, churches and ecclesiastical exactions
are to be dealt with.—Ez.

The ‘smallest children are nearest’ to
God, as the smallest planets are nearest’
the sun.— Richter.
The worst prison is not of stone. It is
heart, outraged by an inof ‘a throbbing
famous life.-—Beecher.
:

Sold

Huctated 1a ‘eof

Quickly and

is unequaled as a positive
Alterative and Cure for

LIVER PILLS. They cure
stipati
bili
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

Neuralgia

a certain and
quiring

close a contro-

Cambridge,

ASTH M A
Dr.8tinson’s
Asthma Remedy

A

chance

us

COM-

No family should be without LYDIA E, PINKHAM'S

in the Back

Pain

Sprains,

the light of our Star until it shall shine,
as most surely it should right speedily, in
twice or thrice ten thousand homes.

versy which no one can wish to prolong.”
The principle of religions equality may,
it is stated, need to
asserted in connection with the new statutes for the col-

ery effort that is iif to pA man’s le-

gal right to his rest-day. We would use
every available mode to spread sound
views as to the sacredness of the 5
h,

¢¢ finally to

VEGETABLE

theticCc and
a full

au

“a

tyred President, Finesteel Bion og Extra terms to
gents. Circulars free.
. Address NatioNAL PusLisamvg Co., T'hiladelphia
Pa.

POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

Park

837

00.,

urge once more that both ministry and
laity; men and women and even the chil-

the colonies will be sought. The Government is to be urged to prepare a
measure for bringing
the Burial Acts into
harmony with the Act of the last session,
thereby

whoever

PINKHAM’S

The best

Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesfor
§5. Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph
let. Address
as above. Mention
this Paper,

Yuan

&

s the only
BE

offering the paper to subseribers, aud

State grants for ecclesiastical purposes in

and

friends,

wherever you are, help to make it increasingly strong in its subscription list and
wide in its circulation?
!
"We call especial attention to the very
liberal terms on which the agent is now

We mean the Sabbath.
There has
been debate of late as to whether the
Sabbath, as we have known it, is
going England. Events in the English Church
or has gone from among us. We
do not are, it is alleged, rapidly preparing the
share the views of those who think the way for its disestablishment ‘also, and
‘We know | thepe, with proposals for organic change,
Sabbath has SSappeared.
there is much Sabbath desecration. We afford opportunities for educating - the
mourn over it; but it would not be true public mind
which will be diligently
to put us down as a Sabbath-breaking na- used: The extinction of the remaining
tion.

and

E.

nr

of hisnoble
and eventful life

and dastardly assass
funeral obsequies, etc.

with the laws that govern the female system.

They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16:paze weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

PETTENGILL

M.

1t contains the full hi

- For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpassed
.

Row, New York, are our Agents, and are authorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

S.

quality of its advertisements, devout and
charitable in its spirit; and will not you,
brethren

A

That feeling of bearing down, eansing pain, weight
and
backache, is always
per
tly cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances
act in
harmony

‘

5,000 Agents Wanted for Life of Wy

destroysall craving

oents.

an ecclesiastical

are to be sent to China for special training.
DisESTABLISHMENT.
Mr. Peddie, M.
P., will next session submit a motion in
favor of the disestablishment of the
Scoteh Church, which will be sustained
by outdoor action, both in Scotland and

flatuency,

rms
Machine Oo., 405 Washington Sta Ay Jnjun
5
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the power.

He has not

heard persons say that sometimes, when
preaching, it
Spurgeon has been
Mr.

rr
A APA perm

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
undue heat and yet with firmness, the
The whole Bible has been translated message which from the beginning of its
into eight African tongues and portions
of it into twenty-four others, making thir- .existence it has been set to declare.
Its management will constantly rememty-two in all.
The fifty millions of population of the ber that first of all the Star is a religious
United States have a Protestant minister publication on the broad basis of the enfor every 728 persons, and a Sabbath- tire Gospel, declaring its great truths for
school teacher for every 56.
5
thy melioration of human society and the
There is published in Kioto, Japan, a salvation of imperiled souls. On this
magazine with the title, ** The Two-Religion Magazine,” which is laboring to ground we do not hesitate to ask enunite Buddhism and Shintoism against trance wherever there is a home to admit
Christianity.
us. We shall also loyally remember that
A remarkable thanksgiving service while the Star knows nothing of sectawas held at Lodi, Ill., in which Congre- rian bigotry it is the organ of a degationalisis, Methodists, Baptists and Roman Catholics, participated. Two ad- pomination whose body in particular,
dresses were delivered, one by the Catho- whose standards and institutions and
lic priest and the other by the Congrega- varied Christian work, both at home and
tional pastor, and all hands seem to have abroad, it is to represent, defend, cherish
had a very cordial and enjoyable time.
and commend. On this ground we ask
The Catholic Review says: The ‘Arch- and expect for the Siar, as we have a
bishop of San Francisco has already taken sieps to establish a Chinese Mission. right to, entrance into all Free Baptist
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is particularly adapted to
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:
expel tumors from the uterusin
developmént. The
tend
to canchecked very speedily by its use.
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of heaven, not a soul would be convicted

of sin!

of every notable event. It will be found
sympathizing and co-operating with the
great reform movements of the age,
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It cures Bloatl ing, Headaches, Nervous Prostrati
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

ject to merit, the tendency and influence

ts, and the
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talk

and

ears,

withouta tongue, as to believe without
But God has
something to believe.
given us his Son to believe; and if we
cannot believe and trust in his Son,
whom can we believe? I would a thousand times rather trust Him than myself,
for I know more about God's heart than
my own.
Bat, again, let me call your attention
to the fact that the work of the Spirit is
to convict men of sin. If I had to con.vict of sin by preaching, I would almost
rather do anything than preach.
I believe if the angel Gabriel came
down here with every hair of his head
lighted up with the glory of the upper
world, and preached with all the glory

‘The Railroad Christian Asso-
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Spinal Weakness. and
Change of Life,
It will dissolve and
an early stage of
cerous humors theres

12

Street, Boston.

Is a Positive Cure

tion, Falling and Displ

on S00

608 ‘Washington

ax

without

hear

eyes, and

tian, said,

ciation _is doing more for our railroad
men than anything else in the world.’ ”—
G. R, Crooks, in Harper's Magazine for
January.

for Sleeping purposes, and
ing
BlevpCars

giv-

-

for all those Painful Complaints
and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population.
;
It will cure entirely
the worst form of Female
Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
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ing them something to believe.
may as well ‘ask a man to see without
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Lang Shesi¥ became conspicuous in it at Fullonton, D. D., Rev. J.J. Butler, D.D.,
Cleveland ; in 1877 Mr. E. D. Ingersoll Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D., Rev. J. M.
\
i
. &
was abpojnted secretary of the Railway Brewsger, Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. P., Rev.
Branch
of
the
Young
Men's
Christian
AsBLOOD.
years, a hundred years hence—long after sociations.” So rapidly has this Christian Ransom Dunn, D. D., dnd Rev. J. A. HEART DISEASE
‘Every idle word,” says
we are dead.
‘Howe,
D.
D.
.
;
grown, thatin 1879 a convenSt. Matthew, ‘that men shall speak, enterprise
We also announce that ‘Mr. Geo. F.
Railway-Young Men's Christhey shall give an account thereof in the tion of the
er
tiam
Associations
was
held
at
Altoona,
Mosher,
for six years editor of the Star,
A
a
day of judgment; for by thy words thou Pennsylvania. There are now readingand now U. S. Consul at Nice, will, dur- tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bilshalt be justified, and by thy words thou
rooms
for
railroad
men
at
thirty-three
tousness, Nervous debility, etc.
shalt be condemned.”
centers, of each of which a sec-’ ing the year, act as special foreign corEvil deeds and. evil examples have the railroad
respondent
and
write
frequently
for.
our
The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!
has charge. - An
regate of
same resurrection. They never die, but retary
columns.
Moreover,
letters
may
be
expect$30,000
is
annually
appropriated
by
the
|
influence all time. They descend like an
Christian labor. od as usudl from Dr. James L. Phillips,
SOLD SINCE 1870,
inheritance. The memory of a life does companies for this truly
+
Mr.
Ingersoll,”
says
a
leading
railway missionary in India, and also from other
is
What
itself.
life
the
with
perish
not
‘‘i3 indeed
busy man.
done remains, and can never be undone. manager,
able correspondents abroad and in our
Themas of Malmesbury said, ‘There is Night and day he travels. To-day a own land. Our Sabbath School and Mission
railroad
president
wants
him
here;
tono action of man in this life which is not morrow a manager summons him there.
the beginning of so long a chain of con- He is going like a shuttle back and forth’ departments will continue under the effi- |
cient charge of Rev. G. C. Waterman, who osequences 3 that no human providence
the fermentation of food
the country, weaving the web of
is bigh enough te give us a prospect to through
will hereafter be able to devote himself
the
Railway
Associations.”
n
acts
upon the iver,
Babbage,
says
the end.” * Every atom,”
aots upon the
Ki
In Indianapolis twelve railroad compa- more fully than ever to making them sat« jmpressed with good or ill, retains at
7+
Toqutaies
the Bowetn:
aid in the support of this work of be- isfactory and helpful to all.
ones the motions which philosuphers and nies
nevolence. ‘In Chicago the president
.
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some
sages have imparted to it, mixed and
Ie
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i
of
one
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general
all
with
ways
thousand
ten
in
It
nates
Digestion
combined
changes gnd features which it is believed
The air it- manager of -ahother, the general superinthat is worthless and base.
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will be appreciated, but as to which we
tendent
of
another,
and
other
officials,
pages
whose
self is one vast library, on
have
served
and
are
serving
actively
on
no specifications at this time, pre- Healt
make
are written forever all that man has ever the Railway Committee of the Young
ferring to have it appear at the end of the
said, or whispered, or done.”
Christian Association.”
<. The Kuff coming year that we have done more,
Thus every word, thought, and deed Men's
There are no spirits employed in ite manuhas its influence upon- the destiny of these men are made of may be seen from rather than less, than.was promised at.
some of their reports to the Altoona ConEvery life, well spent or ill spent,
man.
aged an d fo
Bhy
A © aged
e, care only
One spoke
thus:
¢ About the beginning.
bears with it a long train of conse- vention,
twleve
vears
ago
we
organized
in
StonA
full
list
ot
special
correspondents
DRUGGISTS SELL IT.
through generations
quences, éxtending
Connecticut, a midnight prayer- and contributors is preparing, which in- Laboratory, 77 West 8d St.,
yet unborn. All this is calculated to im- ington,
of railroad men. It was the
%
YEW YORK CITY.
>
press man with a deep sense of the re- meeting
cludes the names of well-known favorRockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
his ‘every hour before the starting of the steamboat
in
sponsibility involved
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
night train. The first night one man ites of the readers of the Star. New
thought, word, and deed.—Smiles.
prostrated,
was soundly converted, and continues to- names are to be added which cannot fail being 70 years old, I was entirely
to try Dr.’
no appetite.
I conclude
day a living witness to the truth. After to give increased variety and strength with
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
a while the meetings were suspended, to the list.
We
do
mot
hesitate 1 had little faith init; but, to my surprise, it
« When He is come, He will reprove and I heard nothing more about railroad to assure our readers that they shall soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
meetings until Mr: Ingersoll, the railroad
. the world of sin, and. of righteousness,
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
and of judgment: of sin"—not because secretary of the International Committee, get from the best hearts and heads young, for purifying the Blood.
I run a midnight whose services we can secure articles and
men lie, swear, steal, get drunk, and came down that way.
EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
blaspheme—**of sin, because they be- train from Providence, sod speak almost communications that shall be timely, forFisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H,
lieve not on Me.”. That is the sin of every Sunday, and many of our railroad cible, interesting, instructive, and helpful. |. I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
gins; the mother of all sins. You would men attend. [ am forty-six years of age,
We feel justified in claiming that the Liver Complaint, and have never been
not have had a murderer, drunkard, or a and have been twenty-seven years on the
My engiStar has been wont to stand inthe front troubled since. I never knew a well day beharlot, walking in the streets of London, if road, and four yearsat sea.
fore I took your medicine.
it were not for this unbelief. Some people peer is a Christian man; I feel safe be- rank of religious weeklies in this country.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
hind
him.”
Are
the
passengers
of
the
to
not
ne
misfortu
a
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
is
it
that
think
only
It means to sustain itself, to hold all that
midnight
train
the
worse
off
because
the
I
had
a
very
Weak
Stomach and was unable
I
if
And
sin!
believe. It is an awful
it has achieved or gained, to be found at to attend to my work, a8 I could net eat to
may be allowed the strong expression, it engineer and éonduetor are such men as
up my strength. I purchased some of
A railroad secretary who all times in the very forefront of the bat- keep
sin at the present day. these are?
‘is the damning
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
‘There is no sin which has brought so represented Indianapolis said, ‘‘ A mem- tle for the Truth, and to move with the was greatly benefited by its use. I recom-1
much misery into the world. It is the tree ber of our Association was killed last progress of the providences of God. It mend it to be a reliable remedy.
1
;
JOSEPH WAINE.
which has brought forth all the evil fruit. week, and I was called on to bury him. will aim to give the news on all topics
Manchester, N. Ho
There is no reason why we should not It was a very sad duty. He was a ChrisThis is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
believe God. The world is full of unbe- tian boy, and there are men here who belonging to the sphere of its proper Johnson’s
Indian Blood Sypwp in my family
lief, because they are not willing to ip- have heard him pray. Going home from work, and point out and discuss, as the for the past two years, and consider it the. best
vestigate or take God's testimony. God the funeral one of the boys, not a Chris- hour may seem to require and the sub- family medicine known. When the children
does not ask men to believe without

TPerCentNet.
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1855; its success dates from 1872.
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_not even a word or example—is ever
forgotten or lost. We cannot commit a
wrong without a punishment following
closely at its heels. When we break a
law of eternal justice, it echoes throughout the world. Words and deeds may be
considered slight things; yet they are
not temporary, they are eternal. = An idle
word never dies. It may come
or a
up against us in the future—twenty

ly. You can help to multiply such, arguments. The command is, *‘ Remember
The editorial managementof this paper
the Sabbath day to keep it holy.”. You .will pass into new hands with the begincan obey
the
command.— Illustrated ning of the new volume. We wish,
Christian Weekly.
:
in the form of a brief prospectus, te
RAILWAY BRANCH OF THE Y. M. 0. indicate, in general terms, the basis
upon which we ask
the continued
ABSOOIATIONS.
favor
of
old
subscribers
and invite the
Cleveland is the center from which the
work bas sprung, although tentative ef- subscription of new friends and readers.
forts had been made in St. Albans, Ver- ‘We announce as editorial contributors
mont, as early as 1854, and in Canada in for 1882 the following names : Rev. John

ite Tickets are sold at all Coupon Ticket

avy o

For nothing

for good as well as for evil.
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Words and examples always come
back to the young. and influence them

To

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKRAM, OF LYRW, MASS.,

. “The Morning Star” for 1882,

| intensity, in every Sabbath-kéeping fami-
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The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1881.
All communications designed tor publication
should

be addressed to the Editor,

and

all

letters

on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H

be

CHEERFULNESS.—A heart boiling over

himself.¢¢ Oh,” said the rich man, *‘ I can
remedy that.” 'And he took from his
pocket a handful of gold, thinking that he
had no use for it as he wasabout to drown
himself. Itmade the poor man so happy
to think that he could relieve the wants ol
his suffering family that he could not be
too profuse in expressing” his thanks to

responsibility.
So
God preserved Pharaoh's life else he
would not have been so bad as he was.
If he had died ip childhood or youth he
would have been comparatively innocent.

that he gave up .the idea of suicide and
resolved that he would return home and
Here is
the burdens ' of life endurable, its labor: use his property in doing good.
the
secret
of
human
happiness.
delightsome and its pleasures a thousand
‘How many rich men know not the luxfold more enjoyable. It sends its sunshine everywhere around. Its flowers ury of giving! It is a safe investment.
‘He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth
blossom in every niche on every side;
unto
the Lord; and ‘that which be bath
while a disponding heart sows thorns and
thistles, obscures the brightest skies and .given will he pay him again.” God has
oppresses the soul with sadness like a set us an example by giving himself to us
pall of death worse than Egyptian dark- in the person of his Son who gave his life
for us that we might give ourselves to
ness,
:
PY
him and to each other.
A Worp.—How much is contained in “Hush, hush, loud-beating beart!
a word! How much of joy or of sorrow Peace, peace, expectant breast!
Discordant mirth take wings,
according to the character of its utterance,
—a power

to

sooth

and

comfortor

to

irritate and distress! Behind the word
there is a life, and the weight of the word
is measured by the weight of the life—by
the character of the mind that produced
it. “¢ A word fitly spoken is like apples
of gold in pictures of silver.” How precious—how beautiful are choice words

that come forth from the lips of a dovoted
life—from a warm, pure heart! But a
word prompted by. a bitter and

impure

spirit, is acrimonious and polluting whereever it goes—a nuisance not to be tolerat«€d.

Flee hence all worldly things,
wily
That with bowed head, bent knee,
1 may survey heaven’s strange, sweet mystery,—
A vacant; “ sapphire throne,”
.~A«dazzling crown laid down,
The “ Word” and * Flesh” made * One,”
- This for a world undone”
O06

EXPOSITION.~Ex. 9: 12. And the Lord hardened the heart

of Pharaoh.

J

Paul's allusion to this passage and
its general application may be found in

Rom. 9: 18,

Whomhe will he hard-

eneth.”

The

language

is

clear

and

explicit.

been for a time removed seemed to be
followed again and again by greater obduracy.

Just

font is now.

The same ma!

in

regard to

withholding punishinent which is due.
As we have alreadyjseen delay leads to
forgetfulness and ingensibility. Ifa man
he is guilty;

has hopes,

and

religion of Christ,

and

the

a disposition

procrastinate the free offer of eternal life,

pleted and bound. Shall we make this resolution and

keep it?
4-0-0
Baan

PERSONALITY OF
DUTY.—Every
one
must do his own duty for himself... He
cannot do it by proxy. His dearest friend

who is willing to sacrifice anything,
even life itself for him, cannot possibly

act as a substitute for him here. “What
he is under obligation to do he must do
himself or it will be left undone. He isa
moral and accountable being and his obligation, first, grows out of his relation to
God his moral governor, and sccond,

out

of his relation to his fellow men and other
created existences. What God requires
towards himself, as repentance,
obedience, he should do cheerfully,

faith,
faith-

fully, earnestly, and with all his heart ; and

when he requires him to love his neighbor
as himself, and with this spirit to treat
him as he would be treated, he should be

equally faithful, manly,
whole-souled
aud conscientious in the discharge of his
duty.

upon his heart and hardened it. God was
the author of the law, but Pharaoh was
responsible for the violation of that law
just as we are responsible for the violation of “law
and
ils consequences.
God, as the author of the
law
and
its penalty,
may,
on that
account,
be said to harden
the
heart.
Pha-

raoh as the violator of the law

said to harden his own heart; for it is the
legitimate consequence of his own act;
and the statement of the fact would be that
his heart was hardened. We have to do

‘with the first at the present time ; and the
question naturally presents itself, How
doés God harden menP—How did he
‘harden Pharaoh? If we can answer this
last question we have a clew to the
answer of the preceding ; for we presume
God always hardens men-on the same
principle or in a similar manner.
First, let us inquire: How does God
have mercy upon men? He does not do
it arbitrarily, absolutely, or unconditionally. He uses means—the same means,
strange to say, that

0-0
+09

GuiTEAU.—There has been a great deal

of general criticism on the trial of this

may be

he

does

to

harden.

The law of mercy accomplishes either, in
accordance with the law

of action

or

of

dastard criminal. ‘Wholesale condemnation of the course taken without pointing

reaction—of obedience or of disobedience.
The law of mercy acts upon us; we obey

out a better is, to say the least,

it, and it subdues and

not

very

wise. If the judge cannot do any better
why be so unrelenting in our censure?
We are boundto accept the present course
or to suggest a better. The fact is there
“is no'other feasible course for the judge

saves

us;

we

« savor of life unto life or of death unto

canic irruption or an earthquake, they become indifferent. Some of eur soldiers in
the late war were exposed to the fire of
the enemy for months without hardly

minent.

The inhabitants knew their dan-

ger and that their only safety was in flight,

soften our hearts,

to help our

infirmities

and to lead us to Christ; but il he is resisted—if means are taken to extinguish
his influences, they harden the heart just
as really as cold water hardens the heated

the incorrigible sinner of his guilt.

and the’influences of the Spirit are plainly
to manage his own case, which as a sane revealed to us on the simple condition of
man he has a right to do. Now to take’ acceptance—of faith, of choice, of supplihim from the room and go on with the cation, of non-resistance. ‘God gave ‘his

trial, or to gag him in presence

of the

_ jury and exclude or repress not only the
prisoner but also his chief advocate himself, would be 10 adjudge the prisoner uncontrollably insane and thus forestall at
once the decision of the jury. Now if he
is playing the role of insanity, being left
free to speak and act his part through all
these days

and

weeks

and

months,

he

must be keener than his reputation warrants, or the true state of the case will be
clearly seen by every juror and the just
sentence of condemnation will be pro:, nounced against him. We may rest assured that the judge is not alone, and that

he does not act unadvisedly in this matter. °

:
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Son ** That whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting
life." “Whosoever will, let him take the
water of life freely.”

¢ Quench

not

the

Spirit.”
Let us return to the question,—How
did God harden Pharaoh’s heart? It appears that he performed miracles by the
hand of Moses which had a tendency at
the time to soften the heart, but when
judgment was removed, selfishness prevailed and his heart become harder than
before. Just so it is now, when God
strives with the sinner it makes his heart

tender, but if he does not obey him he inevitably becomes worse.
Either God
hardens his heart or he hardens his own
heart, or both. This was doubtless ‘the

question, How God did it?

‘We do not

The benefactor is the most benefited ; it suppose that he had any secret way of dobroadens his views, reacts uponhis heart, ing it which is not open to inspection.
filling it with pleasurable emotions, en- We have no idea that he exerted a direct
larges
his benevolence and increases his in- secret influence on Pharaoh’s mind in orterest in the happiness of others. Hence der to secure the result. This would have
it 18 said, **It is more blessed to give than destroyed his responsibility. - Evidently
10 receive."
God's dealings with him made him hard;
"We have an incident which will illus and what were these but the manifestatrate
the point. A gentleman of wealth tion of his power, the Withdrawal of his
become weary his withdissatisfied
the care ofa his large judgment and the exhibition of his mercy?
estate, and in his
and depress- It was then as it is pow and always has
ed
he
that he been, ** Becatise sentence against an evil
-| work is not executed speedily, therefore
don bri
terminate his unhappyex- the heartof the sons of men is fully set in
"istence.
As
we
@ met
a poor man them to do evil.” Who sets the heart?
whom
TY
to desphir. He God mercifully delays the punishment;
hi

his starving chil- but is he therefore responsible

condition which follows the abuse

‘merey?

for the
of the

By no means; Gog does not in
0

etd
)

offerseto

1.

The Morning Star

will

be sent

to

subscription to the first of gaouary,
,
for $2.00 in advance.

East.

3.

of the Memoirs

Dr. Day,—a volume of 431 pages.
4, Oresend us $2.50 with the

of

Some mission work

Croix Q. M., also in

name,

al Record, a volume of 266 pages, with
eleven steel engravings of deceased
isters.

bath with

min-

;

There is no time to be lost in making
this offer most available-. New subsecribers can at once avail thethselves of these

Benominational.
Think Twice.

was

is being dove in

the Winona

and

mere inadvertence or accident as in the
case of a broken bone or a mangled limb
the man would be deserving of commiseration and sympathy.
Now the barder he
is the more guilty he is in public estima-

tion.

His condition is byfno means gen-

erally regarded as an unavoidable
blameless misfortune.

and

OOO
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NOTED AND QUOTED.
|- EMERSON'S PorTRAIT.—We thankfully
acknowledge the receipt of a life-size
with the

“¢ Atlantic”

portraits of Long-

full vigor of manhood, so that those who
used to hear him lecture some twenty or
twenty-five years since will recognize his
personal appearance. The portrait was
prepared for the subscribers to the Atlantic Monthly, who can have it, for one dollar, of the publishers,

Houghton,

Mifflin

& Co., Boston.

name of ‘The

Useful Knowledge Pub-

lishing Co.”, Jehn B. Alden, Manager,
26 Beekman St. New York. The new
company adopts. the one price to all
whether poor farmers’ boys or rich booksellers. Specimen pagesof the ‘ World's
Dictionary of Language and Knowledge,’
now in preparation, double the size of

Webster's Unabridged, at a fraction of its
cost, will be ready in a few days.

The

grest—¢ Liba
gne

of

of

Universal

the largest

ency-

clopedias ever published in this country,

In regard to the destitution of true
beneficent labor for the welfare of others,
the Golden Rule puts it in this comprehensive piquant style as follows i
.
Some are without arms; they have

never helped any one over the rugged

placesin life. Some are without eet;
they have neyer gone an inch out of their
own

way

to

serve

voiceless; they have

others.

Some

are

never, even by

word, encouraged any one who

have doctrines and practices which it is their
duty to advocate. Chedp
undenominational
reading, to the exclusion of the Star and other
denominational literature, cannot but weaken
the denominational preferences in the family,
and, as a result, in the church.
To our. cer
tain knowledge, some of .the cheap papers are
conducted by persons unworthy of patronage.
Consider also that while the money paid for
individual
enterprises goes into individual
pockets, that paid for the Star goes into all

the departments of denominational work. The
profits are

used

for Education

and

Missions,

are without hearts; they do

SY

The New York Witness is somewhat
tious and severe in its'censure

of the

facility of granting. divorces in that city,—

We bespeak for them

sions
the
those
were

In the matter of Foreign

Mis-

This was done because that work is being con-

stantly kept before the mind of the reader.
And: still, possibly it ought to have been, at
least, recognized.

If there is any thing that appeals to the
Christian heart, and is calculated to awaken
there the spirit of benevolence und stir the
hand to needed help, it is the condition
and wants of some of these little Christian
communities. There are among them, as has
already been said, as intelligent and devoted
brethren as can be found anywhere.

They

so

love the denomination of their fathers, as well
as of their own choice, that individuals of

them, at least, contribute regularly to its mis-

Last

its

evening

the mail

:

:

,

They once enjoyed regular meetings, and

when they get together, even now, they talk
over the times when they ¢ went to the house

of God together,” when such and such an elder

preached, and the Spirit came down, and their
children and their neighbors’ children were
converted and saved, But now, thinned by

d8hths and removals, weakened, it may be, by
inefficient pastors, possibly—shall 1 sny it ?~by
bad pastors, they are really unable to support

adequate preaching. Give them one hundred
and fifty dollars annually, perhaps but 8 hunlic altars again, and

once

‘‘ cause his face to shine.”

more

“ take

sweet

Blessed thought!

Michigan.

.

Rev. Amos Stevens writes that “ great
praise is due Bro. Parmalee who has labored
with go untiring zeal and with so encouraging

resuits” in the erection of a house

at West Reading.

of worship

Prof. Dunn

of Hillsdale

college preached the dedicatory sermon. The
remainder of the
indebtedness, $200,
was
raised and they *‘left the church with hearts

full of gratitude to God that prayer
snswered.”
4
Wisconsin.
E. N. Wright,

Rev.and Mrs.

had been
of

express hearty thanks for their

Burnett,

third annual

donation which amouunted to $103.
In appreciation of his labors, the chureh
and friends of Rev. E. H. Webster met Dee. 1,

at the house of Ira

Smith

in

Boltonville

made Bro. W. a donxtion of $80.
The interest was such at the

close

and

of the

late Waupun Q. M. at Marcellon that the pas-

tor, Rev. J. J. Hull,

Coffeen, continued

assisted

by

Rev.

D.

B.

the meetings three weeks.

The results are most glorious. Over sixty
have made a public confession of Christ. Dec.

14, twenty were baptized.

Dec. 25, the pastor

expected to baptize from ten to twenty more. A

church of 18 members has been organized, and
one of the strongest churches in the Q. M. is
expected to be the result of this work......

Rev. A. Phillips is to supply the Hortonville
church with preaching once in two weeks....
The long and vexatious series of lawsuits over
the ownership of the church property at Grand
Prairie have at last ended in fuvor of the ehurch.
Kansas.

Rev. Joseph Bates of Blue Rapids writes of

the failure of a business session of Blue Valley Q. M. on account of stormy weather and
misunderstanding. He speaks of the disceuragement of the Hope church, Two of its
members have gone to Oregon, and two expect to leave soon for Mich.
Ordination.

brought

passed

a very

. The

satisfac-

survices

of

the

lect Scripture

by Rev. I. B. Coleman;

Prayer

by Rev. F. H. Butler; Sermon by Rev, I. J.
Hoag; Consecrating prayer by Rev. I. B.
Coleman; Charge by Rev. I. J. Hoag; Hand
of fellowship by Rev. W, Fuller. Prayer and
benediction by candidate.
Bro. Horton is

us $25.00

prosecutinga thorough collegiate and theological course at Hillsdale, and has nearly completed a course of seven years study, working
his way through, teaching and preaching as
opportunity offered. He has for the last year

it

is

and

a

members

host.

Spiritually

as we have reason

vival but there seems to be in many
churches a deepening

to

and

or two

interest.

We

a

close student,

M.~Held its last session
lle church Dee.

little business was brought before the confer-

"ext, semen. with the oP
4.

Mare 4. pe

Hlinisters and Churches.
J

tor of the (Augusta) F. B. church, Rev. Mr.
Penney, closed lust Sabbath evening, They have
attracted from the first congregations that
have taxed the capucity of the church. Many,
last Sabbath evening, were unable to find
standing room. A good degree of religious
interest has been awakened, and several during the past three months have professed con-

is a
giving

ence, the time being given to worship. On
Sabbath morning Rev. 1. Stone preached an
impressive sermon from Heb, 3:7, after which
the Lord's Supper was administered. Sabhath evening 8 stirring sermon by Rev. E.
Root. The
prayer and conference meetings
that followed the sermons were lively and re-

J. H. DURKEE,

The illustrated .series of Sabbath ‘evening
lectures on the Pilgrim’s Progress, by the pas-

miles

cessions. Rev. I. Stone preached an excellent
opening discourse from 1 Tim. 2:1—2, Very

1)

Maine.

six

Horton

Churches were all represented and reports.encouraging. Centerville churches reported ac-

and consecration, who will be content to serve
for from five to eight hundred dollars per year
for the present. Two men of the right stamp
can find immediate employment. This of course
does not comprise all our ministerial need. - A
score of men could find employment in our
scattered and destitute fields.

number

church

Bro.

@uarterly Hleetings.
Cass Co, (Neb.
with the Ne

es need young men, men of talent, education

large

a

promise of usefulness as a minister of the gospel. Our prayers shall follow him back to his
studies and pastoral work.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
:
—

of our
shall be

need of pastors, Neither of these churches.
can pay a large salary, but either of them is
able to support the right man.
These church-

The church has a

supplying

young man of ability,

G.'W. Kuapp’s friends will be glad to learn
that he is constantly improving in health and
is able now to minister regularly to a church.
There are just now two strong churches in

i

been

away to good acceptance,

sadly disappointed if the winter closes withe
out scores of conversions in our churches. Bro.

version.

candidate

examination.

ordination
were. as follows:
— Invocation
by Rev. W. Fuller; Reading reeords and se-

from notes appended to business letters.
i
We have not yet learned of any especial re-

»

The

of the

Q. M.

liberality

Pparticiilat benefit from the

connection with it.

benediction by the candidate.

church, - According to the Register

Union

the Asso. is prospering,

sionary and educational work, without recefv-

ing in return any

to announce

prayer, by Rev. G. W. Knapp; charge by Rev,
H. Ward. hand of fellowship by Rev. I. Day;

tory

a8 long as possible and even then it was
scarcely full. Itis evident that while we are
doing fairly well, in some localities nobly, as

believe from letters from persona) friends

work.

We are glad

Rev. G. W. Koapp; prayer by Rev. J. H.
Ward; sermon by Rev. I. Day; ordaining

11.

it will be necessary to wake up all along
line, or we shall be compelled to recall
who represent us in the foreign field. We
compelled to delay the last remittance

the Pultney is a small church,.but according to

Mission

the Sab-

with the Rensselaer Q. M., Sunday P. M., Dec.

be discharged.

$1.00 long before this time. Liberal patronage
cheapens literature.
Let F. Baptists be loyal
to themselves.
:
*0. EB. B.

ly omitted the geperal Home

spent

left for Michigan

hand will do well to forward without delay,

Pultney

In my recent article on * Smaller Church-

and

that some of the most pressing obligations may

the price possibly might have been reduced to

es”, whilst noting the various expedients resorted to by way of helping them, I purpose-

Bro, Page

The ordination of Bro. H. Lester Horton
of Hillsdale, Mich., took place in eonnection

from the

counsel together”;
and then ‘ God, even
our God, would come and bless them”, and

geen as they are, on the street!

the
Minutes
are
in
the hands of the
printer. They will doubtless be mailed to the

ple. Had F. Baptists been as zealous as some
others in the patronage of their own paper,

not know

What an appearance a pro
n of such
characters would make if they could be

us that

an Association we are not doing «ll we can.

dred, of Help, and they might light tp the pub-

what sympathy and generous<pelings are,

Sec. informs

and so return again to the service of the peo-

was cast

down. Some
are deaf they have never
listened to the voice of
ering. Some

FG

Besides, the Star is not

Home Missions.

THE LITERARY
REVOLUTION.—This
company still moves on, but under the

Knowledge,’

the advertisements.

;

order of services : Reading of* the Saripture by

Hous-

Central Association Notes.
A line from the Rec.

:

Pennsylvania,

St.

A. A. 8.

The con.

At the last session of the Troy §. M., the
East Troy church requested the ordination of
their pastor, Bro. Hiram Payne, After a satis.
factory examination, the conference voted unanimously to ordain him. The following is the

'dedi-

the

aecompany

Vermont.

Monday morning.

to hear that the
:

© -o-o
*>+-0-¢

|

singer—sweet

that bis health is much improved.

Ifa man could

ton Q. M., but the demand is for far more.
The great drawback in our mission work is
lack of funds. The H. M. Society felt called
upon to make the appropriation to this field
only one-half of that promised the past year,
and this will prevent 6ur going into new fields
now open.
It is nota
little discouraging, but
the H. M. Board has no power of coining money, and if the eburches and older Y. M’s
do
vot furnish aid, then the frontier openings, so
full of promise, will soon pass beyond our
reach,
It is getting wearisome to some, who have
seen these fields for yeurs spread out before
them, with open doors, calling for
help.
These opportunities are such as do not often
come, or long remain, to any church. The.
time will soon come when as a people we can
only regretfully say, as we think of these fields
now open to us, ** It might have been.”

and we will send a copy. of the Centenni-

sweet

York, Saturday, Dec. 17. . He

The new chapel at Mazeppa

ed in the work, will be glad
church is free of debt.

Or sendus $2.25 with the name,and

we will send a copy

the

spirit~are well known in

Bro. R. M. Lawrence arrived safely in New

cated on Thanksgiving evening.
In cennection with the services, the last one hundred
and fifty dollars of the cost of building was
provided for, and all felt thankful. Bro.
Haskell has done here a good work, and the friends
east as well as those nearer, who have assist-

ery subscriber who will send us $2.00 and
such a name (his own paper being paid
for)we will send a copy of Close or
Open Communion,” post-paid,—a wellbound volume of 175 pages.

Jackson,

er is to be observed.

take charge of this church, in connection with
some mission work in Minneapolis, it would
be a good arrangement.
Bro. Tarbox of Elk River, is still in the

2. The Star will bg sent as above
offered to the new subscriber, and to ev-

Mr.

anticipating a change at that time, or. in want
of a pastor, can correspond with him,
Massachusetts.
Rev, T. H. Stacy of Fairport, N. Y., has
Teceived a call to the Luwrence chureh.
New
York.
|
Rev. John Willis of the Putnawn church
is
meeting with prosperity. The week of pray-

It was held with

and should have a minister.

1883,

next

man has tendered his resignation, to take ef
fect
the last Sunday in’ March. Any church

the Crystal Take church.
This church is withouta pastor since Bro. Mitchell left them last
spring.
In many respects it is a good fleld,

every new subscriber from the date of the

of February

After a pastorate of four years withthe F. B.
church at North Tunbridge, Rey.\A. M. Free.

The Hennepin Q. M. closed its Dec. session
on Sunday evening the 11th.

first

.

It is proposed to hold similar convéntions at
stated times in the year for discussing topics of

those

the

tinued manifestation of the converting
power

L. Rus-

Minnesota Notes,

souls

of the Holy Spirit is hoped for?

sell, A. §. Durgin, D. Lothrop, W. H. Smith.

STAR SUBSCRIBERS.

few

D. and, with such helpers as may

and

churches in a few days.

acles performed, God did it. - “As fards it “ig ready for immediate delivery on rewas the result of the perversion of those ceipt of cash—15 volumes octavo, large
miracles, Pharaoh did it.
. type, extra cloth binding, price $12; in
Now, are we not prepared to answer the half Russia, price $15.” - =

is where the great benefit of presents lies.

rangements, Rev.O. T. Moulton, A.

a

them, will be cordially ‘welcomed.

of Ar-

a careful and candid perusal that they may
awaken a hearty interest and a cordial co-operation in our mission.
Mrs, Libbie Griffin of
Gilbert’s Mills, N. Y., is now prepared to supply churches and Mission Societies with collection cards and envelopes free of cost. The
collections since the annual meeting at Apala.
chin have been fairly good. The pledge of
$300 to the Phenix church has been paid.
Some other appropriations ought to be paid at
once.
Churches and societies having funds on

when we can make up in giving what has
been heretofore omitted. Many a present
has made not only the heart of the re-

Here

Com.

doing the same thing.
‘
As to the dollar papers, some of them have
less reading, and much of what they have is
borrowed.
They claim to be ‘ undenominational,” and no distinctive doctrines are advocated; but have we come to an age when distinctive doctrines are not called for? Other
denominations do not think so, and F. Baptists

case with Pharaoh.

ing was the legitimate result of the mir-

Treasurer, Rev..A. J. Eastman;

interest pertaining to the Sunday-school, and
for becoming more
thoroughly acquainted
with the best methods of work in this direction.
A. J. EASTMAN.

liberal

and

Vice

Secretary

alone in this; other denominational papers are

If it were a

Tue HouipAys.—Christmas has come
and gone and New Year is just mpon us

ceiver happy but also of the giver.

As far as the harden-

Rich;

his gross depravity would be the occasion

for pity instead of censure.

fellow, Bryant,
Whittier, Lowell
and
Holmes. It represents Mr. Emerson in the

place the prisoner is a lawyer and claims

E. C.

Before dropping the Star, for * cheaper” papers think. Here and there are F. Baptists who
do not take the Star because it costs $2.00.
Other reasons are sometimes assigned, for example, ‘ s0 many advertisements.”
But we
should bear in mind that many readers want

pel.

the pla

|,

President, Rev. J. Malvern;

Pres., Prof. W.

Near

bothiu voice and

Action was taken to-

his own fault, and public sentiment sustains the charge. It declares that the
hardened criminal is deserving of a severe
punishment, implying that he is responsible for his condition. If God hardened
him in an unconditional or absolute sense

of redemption,

of mercy,

chosen:

of

seven days will probably be occupied, afternoons and evenings, with ¢ Gospel Meetings,’
at the appointment
of the Ex. Qom. of
the N. H. Y.'M. C. Asso. Mr. Alien Folger,
the eflicient leader of the company of workers,

wards effecting a permanent organization of
the Institute, and the following officers were

Missions,
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit,
and the conversion of tbe world.—Dan. 7: 13,
14,15; Acts 1: 4-8; Jer. 31:33, 34.

It is

to take without virtually prejudging the

overtures

of the subject presented.

WKDNESDAY—Prayer for the
on his Church and his Word.—
2 Thes.8: 1-5.
.
A
THURSDAY—Prayer
for the

We repeat our

ny.

Parents and the Sunday-school to bring the
Children to the Public Service,” Rev.
J.
Mariner.
;
Each speaker was followed by a discussion

despises and rejects it, the greater the
blessing the greater the injury.
These are some of the ways God hardens men without in any sense relieving

case in fhe minds of the jury.

the

sug-

steel. No greater blessing is conferred on offers, and so the good work{may go on.
man than the gift of the Spirit; and if he+
These offers will hold goodifighe first
rightly avails himself of the assistance, it of next January.
=>
proves of incalculable benefit; but if he
I. D. STEWART, PUBLISHER.

portrait of RalphW aldo Emerson, uniform

The atonement of Christ,

programme

conversion

gladdens and encourages the praying compa-

school work,” Rev. C. 8. Perkins; ** The work
of the Teacher outside of the Class and in it,”
Rev. J. Malvern; ‘ How shall we best foster
and sustain a deep spiritual life in the Sundayschool?’ Rev. O. T+. Moulton; “The Duty of

se

For the convenience

we give the

hopeful

Lessons,” and

Papers and addresses were 7also given as
follows:
* Signs Of progress in _Sunday-

thinking cf it. We have seen an accountof who will furnish additional subscribers to
a village arong the Alps so situated that the Morning Star, and state them in four
an avalanche of rock from above was im- distinct propositions.

death.” The means and conditions of
both are plainly set before us in the gos-

In the first

by giving several *‘ Chautauqua

January 7, SATURDAY—Prayer for Christian

Like those exposed to a vol-

dis-

obey it, and it reacts upon us, hardens
and destroys us. The same truth is the

0 he

New Hampshire,

Rev. J. A. Lowell of Danville writes: * The
recent

two addresses on the subjects; * What is the
Sunday-school?” and * The- Superintendent,
his character and duties.”

ung and all agencies for Christian training.
—Acts. 2: 16-18; Ts. 54: 13; Mat. 9: 85-38.
January 6, FRIDAY—Prayer for the universal prevalence of peace and righteousnes.—
Micah4: 1-7.
:

enough-yet. Men know their danger but
they become inured to it so that it no
longer disturbs them; and they thus be-

0+

to occasion tears when the volume is com-

75

PRAYER.

January 4,
blessing of God
Eph.1: 15-23;
anuary 5,

to

under the impression that there is time

come hard.

Lowell, Nov. 80, and Dee.1. Rev. G. C. Waterman was present by invitation,
‘adding
much to the interest and profit of the meetings

Renewed Congecration,
At
January 2, MONDAY—Thanksgiving for the
blessings, temporal and spiritual, of the past
year, and prayer for their continuance-—Ps.
103: 1-18; 36: 7-10.
y
* January 3, TUESDAY~—Humiliation and confession on account of individual, social and national sing.—Ps. 51: 1-13; Joel 2: 12-18,

It is strange that it should be

80; but there is a natural aversion to

OF

A

denomination, having gene out from
us by
mutual consent. So writes A. P. Whitn
ey, Q,
M. clerk.

Mass. Q. M., was held in the Paige. St. church,

take each

can

mem.
ber of the Otisfleld Q.M. nor of the ¥. Baptis
t

An Institute composed of delegates from
most of the Sunday-sehools connected with the

gested by the Evangelical Alliance:
January 1, SUNDAY —Subject for Discourse:

callous to all tender appeal
So it is with respect to the offer of salvation, and the continuance of that offer,

and yet they remained. They measured
There is no circumlocution, no evasion or
FAREWELL —As we stand on the brink. equivocation. It is plainly and directly the fissure, made it the subject of converof the old year about to say farewell, it is stated that the LORD HARDENED. THE sation, became familiar with its progress
a gopd-time for review. What have we HEART of Pharaoh, so that the fact must of separation, and speculated on the time
done? However insignificant it may ap- be admitted.
it would probably take to detach itself en:
pear, it is well to look at the facts. What
It is also said in regard to the same tirely, and fall upon them. Under these
. have we neglected todo? We may look fact repeatedly the © heart of Pharaoh circumstances they became indifferent to
back with vain regrets—with bitter re- was hardened”—¢* he hardened his heart.” the danger and grew harder and harder.
morse, but we cannot go back to correct
All these forms of" expression seem to So man becomes indifferent to his salvaour mistakes, to undo our evil deeds. The have reference to the same thing, viz., the] tion; he becomes
‘‘gospel-hardened.”
best thing we can do on the threshold of a hardening of Pharaohs heart. It was Now the gospel hardens just as God does
New Year is to repent of our wrong doby the perversion and neglect of the free
doubtless the divine will or law that, unings and resolve that the year to come der the circumstances, Pharaoh should moral agent,—a punitive and inevitable
shall be a new edition of the old, thorough- become hard, i. e., God placed Pharaoh result.
:
ly revised and amended with no * typos” under law the violation of which reacted ~ Sot is with the Holy Spitit. It comes to
>

WEEK

es

of our readers

if along time intervenes he is confident
of escape. Thus he becomes hard in sin—

rejected.

big,

oC

is not arrested impfediadely for a crime of
which

see

by almost every day's paper, doing a

other on trial, knowing that, whenever
they choose, they can get a divorce on
some real or collusive accusation of infidelity or cruelty.

-

said

~ Judge Donohue of this city is, we

People so disposed now

Rev. N. W. Plumme
isrno longer a

Sunday School Institute.

business in granting absolute divorces.
‘This divorce business is unsettling the
foundation institution of society and of the
State, namely, marriage and the family.

Restoring temporal blessings which had

the donor, who in turn became so happy

with geniality, 'vivacity and good will, it
is difficultto overestimate. It renders

a censure which is appropriate all over
the country. It is stated thus:

any sense relieve the trangressor
from his

ning

ont Shureh

sermon

v.

AB. 1. ALLEN, Glork

he

WALNUT CREEK(IIL)Q. M.—~Hela its Dec. ses
gion with the Min
church,
All the churches reported by letter
and delegation. Rev.
Geo. Bullock from Iowa was with us and contributed to the interest of the meeting, The
Woman’s Mission Society, which ‘was o
ie
zed daring the last term of the Q.
M. oc«
cupled

It

was

the

decided

Meeting:

(1).

to

J

:

Opening

re

n

Ay

sermon

dy eviniag, Miro by fBro. H. M.

of

earnest: ‘Christian ' workers, who co-operate
with their pastor in the good work of helping
and saving men.— Kennebec Journal.
[A
| Rey. J. M. Remick has conducted series of

Essay—

subject—The Personality o

O my heart, feel and know: it by increased ac-"1"evening meetings, in his church in Sabattus,

tive work on this behalf!
The results are, the church has been. quickenIn my former article, please read in the elos- ed and quite a number have been hopefully coning paragraph, “ portion of our Zion,” in- verted... ...Rev, G. Plummer is supplying the
stead of * pastors”, ete. A few other slight North Freeport church with good results...
errors the reader himself can easily corréet.
Rev. Sidney Wakeley is preaching with the
’
J. ¥,
"W. Bowdoin church with good acceptance.
ww

I

Ay

#
‘

4

'

a

28, 1881.

(O.

&

Penn.)

last session with the Salem

Clerk.

Q. M.—Held

its

All the

church.

churches in the Q. M. were represented both
by letter and by delegation.
Three ministers
were present; viz., B. E. Baker, from Sandy
Armstrong Co., Pa,
from
Lake, Lyburn

and

E.

H.

Higbee.

- Baker

and

Lsburn

preached good sermons to large congregations.

Next session with the Canal church beginning the second Friday in Feb. - We hope the
readers of the Morning Star will pray that
may

the Crawford Q. M.

the means in God's hands
much good.

of accomplishing

J. B. STEVENSON,

gion with the Sand Ridge church.
Most of the
«churches were represented by letters and deleAles, The meeting seemed to be attended by"
ivine power.
By appointment of the last
«Q. M. the writer presented to the conference
a sermon on the ** New Birth.” Its publication was requested.
.
:

Next session will be
Bprings, Cedar Co, Mo.

held

at Eldorado

Joa~x HoGAN,

.glon with the North

Secriba church,

Dee.

Many exclaimed,
the Holy Spirit.
blessed Q. M. this has been!”

2—4,

a

to be ad-

A B Tomlin

Vinal

4

2 Ove
masters.
and
Slent
in contents.
attractive
and modern
useful

;

3

:

¢ Favorite

Dr. Kennedy's

of the

moves all impurities

Onres

«iver and Kidneys.

that the
ce as the ex.
pert. Wemakea special offer whereby any boy cangeta

St

pages

—Died

in

North

Berwick,

Haven

and

is

not

Me.,

le
of Sorrento

given,

time it shall appear that the managers have been
deceived as to the character of an admitted advertisement, they will at ence proceed to expose its
real character to the public,

wonsumption, scrofula
most mild, bland, and

Will be ot the same sterling and varied

RDY,

be

W. H. BISHOP,

author of * Detmold”;

When death was hourly expected,
failed, and Dr. H. JAMES

luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL

BAKING

POWDER

CoO., New York.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

DuURBAM

+ church, Jan. 10—12,
(2063)

C.D.

‘JAMES EPPS & CO.
Homampathic Chemists, London, Eng.

(N. H.) Q. M., with Bow Lake

Also Epps’ Chocalate Essence

KE. W. RICKER, Clerk.

for Afternoon ae,
206t37e0

Pearl's ‘REFINED

BLUE VALLEY (Kan.) Q.M. will be held
with
. the Adams Peak church.
JOSEPH BATES, Clerk.

ERADICATESALL

Post-Office Addresses.

Grant

Higginson,

John Burroughs,
Edward Everett Hale,
Lucy Larcom,
Jolin Fiske:
White, James Parton,

H.

H

this

“Rev. J. D.

Batson,

North

Minn.,

t

periodical

publication-

excellent

compares fav-

publication.'—New

$1.00 a year, in advance,

postage free.

With superb life-size portrait of Emerson (new),

Longfells w, Bryant, Whittier, Lowell, or Holmes,
$5.00; with two portraits, $6.00; with three, $7.00:
with four, $.00; with five, $9.00; with all six portraits, $10.00,
Number

now

ready,

containing

POLICE REPORT.
W.D, Howells.
AN ECHO OF PASSION. The first three Shapters
of a Serial Story by George P. Lathrop.
JOHN BAPTIST AT THE JORDAN. The first
of a series of exceedingly interesting articles
on the Life and Times of Jesus Christ. By
Edward E. Hale.
STUDIES IN THE SOUTH. The first of an important series OF Janets by the author of * Certain Dangerous
Tendencies in American Life.”
And other Stories, Essays, Poems,

by H. H., J. T. Trowbridge,

and

Reviews,

Elizabeth

Rob-

bins, Edith M, Thomas, A. G. Bradley, John
Fiske Horacé BE, Scudder, 8. A. L. E,
M., and

others.

Remittances should be made
draft, or registered letter to

by money-order,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO. Boston

pills, for

Money Letters Received.

Mrs ¥ P Adams—L B Anderson—

‘W Anderson-—I Allen—L J away
F

Bailey

C

Bartlett—I

N

oc

Bates—N

%

Brackett—D
Bates—S Beacham—A L Baker—T M
Banta—M KE Butler—~BF
Brown—A
Baker—|
Brooks—D M Benner—J
mr ’ sim
Batohelder—G H Ball-Mra A J Burnes—J W
“Brown—C
( Cilley—D Calley—C Campbell-H G
Clark—C H Clark—W Cummingham—I

i Col—AP
J H

Durk:

Clark—R
Co!

Caok—E DurfeetI Dana—1 Day

BDrowne—I Dayis— A Dunn—W

Deadman—E Donnocker—Mrs R Ela—Mrs I H
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Druggists
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PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE
SOLE FRODD

Should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

—A

©

Hall-T N Huntington—g

‘H Hughes—O0 C Hills—J W Isaacs—D Jackson—
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lor RF Keith—D W Lucas—0 H Latham

THE DECORATIVE SISTERS,
A modern ballad by- Miss Josephine Pollard, with

17 colored illustrations by Mr.

Walter Satterlee, vs a kindly hit at the
excesses and absurdities of modern DecoIt is the story of the prorative Art.
gressive movements of two English lasses
through the wonderful labyrinths of art,

from the painting of the sun-flower, and
the decoration of the churn, on to: the development of * high art,” in costume and
The book.is bound
household decoration.
in boards with illuminated covers.
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AESTIMONIALS.

Rev. A. Ridlon, (Coxg.) Hallowell, Me., says,
‘1 take Jroat pleasure in recommending your

Sunburn,

! Pty

have

d by Them.
They are the
t pr
Liver Pill,

and

Treasurer

‘of the Minn. Y. M, Mission
viet y to ‘whom all
money for his x. work should be sent. (10128)
v. KE. D. Lewis, Oak Center,
Wis., Treasurer
if the Home Mission Boarq, Me 3 hey all money

i

of

the really beautiful
skinto a
elous

Soldby booksellers, or sent by mail, prepaid, on re.
ceipt of the price. Fraction in postage-stamps.
"

Farming,

do more than

you claim for them.”

Rev. 8. P. Fernald, gr.
.) Melvin Village, N,
H., writes, ** Your pills
give the best of satisfac.
tion, Please send me 40
boxes.
:
PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.
DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have been subject to chronic headache for sev.
eral'yedrs. At times the pain was so intense that
I had thoughts ofa resort to suicide to get rid of
my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I acof apwliy found a box of J out pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that 1 am
free ag people in general from headache.
Have
not had one of those raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely cared. I
would recommend them to every one.
N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation
or reward from any one, and only with. a ‘desire
that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner. Any person who may wish to
communicate with me ean do so. My
addréss is'
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,
(Park 8t., F. B. Church,) No, 40, So. Winter 8t.,
:
Providence, R. L
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR 31R ;—I have used: your
Golden Ointment
far piles and your pills, Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life. I have been
comfortable
ured by your pills, and now enjoy
One peculiariey work like a charm.
health.
ty in them is, a continued use requires a leas dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
.
Sample packages free to all, Price 25 cents per
orders to the pre:
all
Address
$1.00,
for
b
Dox.
prietors,.
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in your 8.8,
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International 8. 8. Lessons.

Illustrates t

Printed on heavy paper and ready for use.

Size 82x48.

TEXAS
Do

to’any minister or 8. 8. Superintendent.

to

fail

not

instal-

in the market.

"Trial copy Tailed

‘Addrees LAUER & YOST,
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Mention this paper..ss
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ANSAS
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illustrations;

ighted

you will be

for one;

send

with it. Price, per year, $3.00 ; 6 months, $1.76 ; 3 months, $1.00.

written
om’s Cabin” in
price $2.50, Outrivals * Uncle
thrilling and romantic interest, with the added
charm that every word is true. A marvellous story most graphically told and of great historical
value. This volume will be eagerly sought for by
the hundreds of thousands who have watched the
remarkable career and have been thrilled by the
eloquence of this wonderful man.
PARK PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.
it49

t, at Good Wages,
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alone.
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buyer

Select
That

For all Diseases of the Mucous Membrane and the Respiratory Organs, and
unfailing
lood.—An
the
purify
to
remedy for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Catarrhal Aflections, Conall Lung Diseases.—A
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Blood Purifier and Nervine.
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Clergymen.

Fquat fidelity, and

with
“1 hive used a box of Dr. Warren's Troclies best 1
much satisfaction and benefit. They are the
N.H.
ever used.”—[Rev. B, T. Sanborn, F remont,
Troches,
«Please send me another box of Warren's them
belike
They are grand. Never saw an thing N.H.
Madison,
Packard,
8.
W.
Reve
fore."—[
Cher‘Wild
Warren's
Dr.
ot
“1 have used a trial box
benefit to
vy and Sarsaparilla Trochee with very great E. Cburch,
myself.’—[Rev., J. H. Brown, Pastor M.
i
.N.H.
Troches the
Bu wife and myself both think your 8. Bacheler,
J.
[Rev.
very BEST we have ever used.”—
:
Stratham, N. H.
g throat
“ I found them very efficacious in relievin g to do
unwillin
difficulty and Jung trouble, 1 should be wife
the late
of
Adams
W.
8.
Mrs.
them’—[
without
Rev. J. F. Adams of Greenland, N. ¥
boxes of
w[ have used inthe last six weeks seven
me. I
Brown's Troches, but they have failed to help
and began
received the box you sent me on Saturday
I am
that
say
to
happy
am
and
to use them at once,
Pierce, East
very much Telleved.’-» (Rev. George W.
?
.
,
H
N.
r,
Rocheste
by a nold
“1 was suffering from a cough occasioned
helped me at
they
ut the time I received them, and par
whose
shioners
my
of
one
10
once. 1 give some
her great
throat was troubling her, and they afforded
Lebanon,
Tilden,
¥.
N.
”—[Rev.
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The Only Self-Acting Washing Machine in HEAT
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& CO., Patent Solici-

AMERICAN, 87 Park

Hand bookabout Patents free.

By Danks, $2 per hundred, * Birth of Christ,” a
Cantata of 48 pages, 20 ets. Send fof samples.
GORDON & SQN. 13 East 14th St., New York,
3tH
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Trade Marks, Copyrights, étc., for the United States,
Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany,
ete.
“We
have had thirty-five years’ experience,
Patents obtained through us are noticed in the £¢1ENTIFIC AMERICAN. This large and splendid illus-
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Agents
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WILLIAM KNABE

DR.
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its use thousands of cases of the worst kind and of long
sanding have been etired, = Indeed, 80 sf
is
aith in its efficacy, that I will send TWO
LES
FREE, together with a VALUABLE TREATISE on

Tos, Tou, rkmansi ad Durability
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Trans
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PIANOFORTES.
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Mining,

Lands;

Dr. Peck’s Artificial Ear Drums
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KNABE
himself;

GARFI

Dognty

Tells of

ERFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING
and perform the work of the Natural Drum.
Always in position, but invisible to others.
All
Conversation and-even whispers heard distinctly. We refer to those using
them. Send for
descriptive circular with testimonijals. Address
H.P.K. PECK & C0., 858 Broadway, New York.
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lars ; sent by mail, post-paid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six hoxes to cure any case. With

treatment

Home.
Love, M
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Bread-Eaters are to.
C. How

dition; Nationalities represented; Climate Soils, Products,
Wages.
all Trades and
Professions; all Statisties; Areas;
Ranfaliss Manitoha, British Dolunbia, Alaska, Texas and

cent cases. Each box contains one month’s treats
ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dol-

“ Well established as the best representative of
American periodical literature which appeals to
Jeaders by its own. charms.”—New York Evening

January

Nervous
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portatidn, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Con~'

Edgar Fawcett.

York Tribune.
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Dr. AB.
MESEROLE, No. 9% John 8t.. New Yard

RACTICAL
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more cases than any other li
bas simply been ve

If so

vlease address THE HEWITT MANUFACTURING
MPANY, Box 868, Pittsburg, Pa.

DR. E.C. WEST'S’ NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

misery, decay and death.

Books of 300 pages each.
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and

the best?
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SA
ULL,
240 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Just issued,
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here i8 nothing in England which
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Loss of Memory, Premature Old

of the same class in Europe than turning over ths
pages of a bound volume of The Atlantic Monthly.

g it smooth,

pliable,

£0

HORACE WATERS & CO., Manufacturers
and Dealers, 826 Broadway, New York.

‘ REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
t from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
52t

“All money contributed for the Mame State Mis. sion shouldbe sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
(2622)
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Comimunion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
+ Rev.L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
"XY. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Educa+ tion Societies.
(26t)
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BEAUTIRUL PRESENT. GET IT. Cloth,
$2.75.
Morocco, in a box, $5, 2 HEA EN
mail. E.B. TREAT, publisher, 757
Broadway, N. Y.
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“ We do not know of any exercise which gives
the patriotic American‘a more lively and grateful
sense of the superiority of the best magazine lite

and Appointments.

«delegation is desired.

Longfellow,

Ordinary

in
th the many herbs of Calcutta, he accident.
alls made a preparation which cured his only
LJ
fy
Mis child is now in
ch d of Comsumption.
country
enjoying the best of health.
He
Tas
BREAKFAST.
proved
to the world that Consumption -can be
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
positively and
permanently cured.
The Doctor
which govern the operations of digestion and nunow gives this
pe free, only asking two three.
trition, and by a careful Application of the fine
cent stamps to pay expenses.
This herb also
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps bus
cures night-sweats, nausea at the stomach. and
rovided our breakfast tables with a delicatelvwill break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
avered beverege,
which may save us many
Address,
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St., Phila.
heavy
doctor’s bills. It 1s by the judicious use of
delphia, naming this paper.
16149
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are
floating around us, ready to attack wherever there
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
bleod,and a properly nourished frame.”— Civil SerLeBavoN (Ill) Q. M. will be held with the vice Gazette.
Made simply with Moiling water or milk.
Fairview church (3 miles south-west of Ashley),
Sold in tins, (only
1b. and 1b.) labeled.
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“ LAPEER, MICH., Feb. 2, 1881,
I am in receipt of your circular.
Ikeep a good
supply of your Downs’ Elixir (all the sizes), believing it io be one of the best Cough Remedies
put up. Ialso keep Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters, and Henry & Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment.
U. D. BristToL, Druggist.”
The above-named Remedies are all warranted to
give satisfaction, and can
class drug store.
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CLEWERTH—MOULTON —In Manchester,
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91, by Rev. N. Brooks.
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Your health “depends on : the purity of your
blood. People who realize this are taking Hood's
Sarsaparilla with the best results,
Syrup

solos for the

BROWN—CHAMBERLAIN.~In
Starksboro,
Vt.,
Nov. 16, by Rev. J. W. Burgin, Wm, L. Brown and
Ida M. Chamberlain, both of Starksboro.
VARNEY—BROWN.—By
the
same,
Leroy 3.

session with the Kast Poestenkill church, Dec.

The Peruvian

tr

proven

Uioussnig

women. 'I'hey are prep ied expressly
for,
;
used as directed, never fail to A tho Ea yrky
nate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses, so common to thé best of the sex,
All letters are answered dy a skillful Female Physician. Pills sold b druggl-ts, or mailed upon
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SHEET

Have
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100 SELECTIONS for Autograph Al-

Fort Collins Col”

Rev C Purington

Business was
9. J. B. Lawrence, Moderator.
done with dispateh and harmony. A request
church for
ll
was sent by the East Poestenki
the examination and ordination of brother H.
Lester Horton which was granted; the examination took place Saturday, and the ordination Sunday P. M., which was impressive
the
The candidate was
and encouraging.
has
third young man this faithful church
riven to the ministry, and our prayer is, “May
there be more to follow.” The meetings of
worship were rich feasts, The preaching was
in the power of the Spirit, the theme being
Christ and him only. The entire meeting was
a very rich, blessed season.
:
Mission committee to locate next session.

1. B. COLEMAN,

an attracdve, tasiefnl

rot 1
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TONIC PILLS
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AND MANUFACTURERS OF

$23

SUNDAY READINGS, [c=
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last

its

Y.) Q. M.~—Held

behacdy

Covers,

A N Milliken West Derby Vi
EXPRESS,

C: F. MYERS, Clerk.

(N.

the A

Board

. COBRODERS AND GRINDERS OF

Norway Music Albis; sto

of the da

of Sacred Song.
KX .véry. handsome holiday :cdiionn | Besuties
Goth hy 9258
.
68 Songs. Elegant.
With piano accompaniment.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
PURE WHITE LEAD,

MUSIC!

sam ote se il rs es Bok

W B Hopkin
dian Falls
NY
A A Woodman Moes River P Q
D L Goernsey Concord N H
Sidney S Stone East Killingly Conn
J R Pope Oakland Wis

Jnitied into Branch Q, M., and the conference
The right
vote:l unanimously to receive it.
hand of fellowship given by Rev. H. W..
‘The church reported only 13 memVaughn.
bers and yet they have built a very neat and
commodious bouse of worship. The dedication
sermon was preached Nov. 13, by Prof. R. Dunn
of Hillsdale. Enough was raised in money and
pledges to clear the church: of all debt, and
besides, fo buy carpets and other necessaries.
The brethren and friends of Batavia bave labored and sacrificed with a zeal thatis commendable, and might be safely and profitable
followed by many of our churches in the
‘West.
The Feb. session will be held with the North

RENSSELAER

Hogeboon.

Messrs Alexander, Carson & Stamm 6
Harish
a

but not
The churches were all represented
Jargely, on account of bad roads and inclement
weather. On the whole it was a very enjoya-

Bethel church.

both standard avd popular, by

Young

“ J M Pease West Buxton Me
Samuel Pease Mankato Minn
G P Linderman Phoenix N Y
Mrs Jane Cushing Caledonia N 8
Rev A P Cook Bast Hamlin N Y

BRANCH (Mich) Q. M.—Held its Nov. session with the Batavia Free Baptist church.
Batavia church asked

A new colléotion of the choicesteongs

“( C.Hills Port Allegany Pa

March:session will be held at the chureh in
G. P. LINDERMAN, Clerk.
" Phoenix,

ble session.

Hodgdon—J

“CL Vail W

The churches were all represented, and some
.of them brought cheering reports. The husiness
‘meetings were interesting, and the religious
services were characterized by the presence of
* What

Yeoman—L

Cluster of Song,

Moses W Favon
stol N H
A P Whitney Box 47
Harrison Me
E Q Dickinson Wixom Mich
;
B A Gurney Kewanee Ill
H Lockhart
8t Johnsbury Vt
or
E N Wright Burnett Wis
Rev g C Robinson BloomvilleO
Rev Wm Cunningham Litchfield Cotner Me
Rev A A Cool Andrews Settlement Pa
Rev J C Warren Marshfield Pa

Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its last ses-

«0sWrGO(N. Y.)

H

Books Forwarded.
sl
BY MAIL.
Rev G W Dixon Morganfield Kv
“ D D Mitchell Houston Minn
C W Crane Wykoff Minn
F P Augir Spencer Iowa |
RevJ M Nelson Hardwick Vi
~ Will H Ward Canton Pa
J 8 Mendall Canton Me
8 8 Lemont Richmond Village Mo
D Batchelder Ashland NV. H
Rev G H Ball Buffalo
NY
“1Day Fabius NY

Clerk.

FORT Scor1(Kan.)Q. M.—Held its: Nov. ses-

:

Woodrnff—A

~D Yeston—G H

be

and

up

be built

C Woods—C

HOLIDAY

™

CRAWFORD

B. A. GURNEY,

MUSIC BOOKS
' FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

0)

:

:

—A F Mu hy
Milliken—~RH Marble—W A
Myers—T
ouiton—E J Morgan—J M Nelson—
8 8 Nickerson—M R. McKee—A G Osgood-C F
Penney—J M Peasé—J R Pope—Mrs H C Perkins
—8 Phillips—S Place—J Parker -R F' Pouley—G
{+H Potter—C 8 Plumb—A 8 Phillips—A L Rollins
—T H Roberts—D L Rice—Mrs J Reeves—J) Reynolds - A A Smith—L smith—Tho H- Smithers—J
A fmall—H Stanchfield—8 8 Stone—C C Steere—
A Gsmith—E M >mith—B Stinchfield—Mre
D J
Sanders—C stevens—1 P Stout—Mrs J Smith—
Mrs 8 B B Sherman—L Thompron-[} G Todd —J
P Tarner—J Ulrich—J D yandoz'n—C L Vail—JP Vioman—Mrg J Valley—E Winslow—H W WillHams—I Wiggin—H
Wallace—S8 Wheeler—G
Wheeler—\ P Whitney—W H Whittom—8 A
Worden—-0O D Ward—C
Williams—E N Wright
—E Wright —A A Woodmin—West Buxton Me—M

. Next term of the Q. M. with the church “is’]

Kewanee. Opening sermon,
Friday evening,
by Rev. H. 8. Ball. $5.00 was raised for Home
ls
.
and Foreign Missions.
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the fireside, might have lifted the cloud
from the brow of even a complaining

do many

lives!”

WHILE THE YEAR DIETH.

parent. ‘‘ Surely,” said he, ‘‘you have
much for which to be thankful. Yoar
family are all spared; and though you

BY F.N. W.

have met with losses, you have not
fered for any ot the comforts of life.”

God’s temples lift. their spires into the night;
The world sleeps ’neath a coverlet of snow ;
The full moon, calm and bright,
Down which dream angels glide,
And earth is glorified.
;
Far, faint, I hear the old church bell
Ring out its tidings on the air;
.
The watchman cries, * All’s welll all’s well!”
The night grows more divinely fair.
Love, full, complete! O Great, O Wise,
‘Who wipes away from saddened eyes
The blinding tear.

“What have we, thoughtless, done to show
Our thanks to thee for loving so
Through all the year ?
Not much, not much.
Deeds incomplete
Makeup the record of each day;
But Love is great, Love is complete;
And so we lift our hearts and pray,
Thou wilt enfold us in thy Love,
Until our souls in ecstasy
Attain, through that, the bliss above.

« Welcome,

er,

Another dawn is almost here;

grasping

by the hand.

‘““ We were just speaking

of you; you

¢ for

well

brightly

‘¢ our family is smaller

peace

Of dear departed ones; and yet in that land

*¢ But the times

I know

thanit

was

one

hung
. With clouds of various hues; some dark and
chill,
Surcharged with sorrow, cast their somber

:

Upon the sunny, joyous land below;
Others are floating through the dreamy air,
‘White as the falling snow, their margins

duced so much

With gold and crimson hues; their shadows
fall
Upon the flowery meads and sunny slopes,
Soft as the shadow of an angel’s wing.
‘When the rough battle of the day is done,
And evening’s peace falls gently on the heart,
I bound away across the noisy years

The path of youth winds down through many
a vale
And on the brink of many a dread abyss,
From out whose darkness comes no ray of

the

‘1

-8ball

Tn

many

more

scenes

¢¢ Surely, here I

meet a different

reception,”

and

pursued his

bowed

end? Who will weep when he is gone?
And yet I have done my best to add to
the happiness of earth’s children. Sareso many blessings

have been lavished will not be ungrate-

ful; a few more hours still remain ere
the midnight chimes will welcome my

will be glad of one more glimpse of the
Old Year ere he takes his final departure”; and, taking his staff, the old man
feebly tottered forth. KEatering a com. fortable dwelling, he was greeted with

loud complaints.

rims

“How dare you come here,” said the

the taste.

The

soft carpets into

ination. It seemed almost impossible that

we have no reason to complain;

good; we can trust him fully.” The
wan features, lighted up with a beauty
not of earth, and the hiinible room seemed irradiated with beams of heavenly
light.
4
¢¢ Truly,” murmdred the Year as he
withdrew, ¢* the angels of peace and love
have taken up their abode in that dwelling.”

The #id man continued his wanderings;
but we may not follow him farther. Many
a shadowed home, many a broken household, appealed to his sympathies and
caused his heart to ache.

Complaints met him at almost every

cause of all their troubles.
But not complaints alone did he meet.
Many hearts he found grateful for the

As the first stroke of the midnight chime
fell on his ear he waved his wand over
the sleeping earth, and counted each
stroke as it fell; then, as twelve rung out

sharply on the frosty air, the year 1881
was gone, gone forever.
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ECONOMY IN DRESS.
A dress that is so peculiar as to be
strikipg, either from its brilliancy of color
or any other cause, should be adopted
only by a woman who has many changes
of raiment, and so may wear it only oc-.
casionally, or the sight~of it becomes a
bore, even if at first it is interesting from

its novelty.

‘The

woman who has many

withdrew her extended band, while a
dark: frown contracted her brow.

dress be made all in one

took from me my babe,
babe, whom I idolized as

idolized

before.

Oh,

black yearto me!

my
beautiful
mother never

therefore this is a real saving. But suppose that there be but one waist, or the

piece (than

which there is no prettier fashion), and it
should be worn one day high in the neck,
with collar and cuffs, on another day
with the neck turned

muslin

fichn

in,

gracefully

and

a lace

adjusted

or

with

bows or flowers, and a bit of lace at the

It has robbed me of

wrists, a pair of long gloves,-and a more
elaborate dressing of the hair, it will be
scarcely recognizable. But the dress
must be of a very general character, like
black silk, or some dark color, or. the
pleasure of the new impression is lost.
The wise person with a small capital
never buys any but a good and lasting
thing. Each year she adds one or two

my chief treasure. I have nothing to live
for now.”
ve,
;
aid
* But, madam,” remonstrated the old

dren, and your beautiful home.”
** Yes, but God may take them also;
and what do I care for the luxuries of my

home now P”

One
and

is a

the year 1881

;

“Go with me,” answered the Year,
“toa house but a short distance from
here, and you will learn how to appreciate your comforts. A mother and her

my

sorrow,

There is no sorrow like

lor my

beautiful

‘

babe

is

for comfort; flowers blossomed in the ~The old man hastened from the inhos-

bles, pictures

graced

the walls; while the

years. Thus on a really small sum she
may dress very beautifully. Without a

and there is even a kind of style and

beauty in the idea, The changing fushions in color and material pass without
affecting her.

She is

never

as

always the same.

hjs

increasing feebleness
‘ Alas,” said he, *‘ how

The dress in this ‘case

must have a certain simplicity.

It costs

é

also to the

black,

on, the collar and

cuffs,

or

other neck

and wrist trimmings, must be in perfect
order, the boots well made and well
blacked,

even

if

not

new,

the

gloves

faultless, and the bonnet neat and stylish.
The effect is of a well-dressed
no man, and very few ‘women,

woman ;
perceive

that the dress is not a new one.—Mgs.
W. DEWING, in Harper's Magazine.

T.
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DON'T,

GIRLS.

fully posed for effect.

Ap effect will be

produced, but not the one wished. Nor yet
sit scornfully reserved, criticising mentally the dress, manners, looks, ete., of those

around you. Make up your mind that
your companions are, on the whole, a
pretty nice set of people (if they are not,
‘you have no business to come among
them) ; that there is something to respect
and like in each of them, something to
learn of all of them. Determine to have
a nice time anyhow ; then do your partto
make it 80. Be genial, cordial, frank. If
you can play and sing ordinarily well, do
"not refuse to take your share in entertaining your companions in that way. You
are not to be a Nilsson or u Kellogg. If

you cannot play or sing, say so frankly,

and do not feel humiliated. You probably excel in some other accomplishment.
Even if you do not you can possess that

one grand
all

others

of

being

accomplishment to which

are

‘‘a

but

accessories,

lady”—a true

that

woman,

gentle and gracious, modest and lovable.
Dear young girls, your lives are full of

noble possibilities. There is but one thing
earthly so truly
lady, and that
man.” If an
noblest work of

admirable as a Christian
is, a Christian *‘ gentle“honest
man
be the
God,” surely an ** honest,”

true womanis his loveliest.
young maidens

of America,

Therefore,

give

your-

selves to Christ; let himso mold

you

that you may be kings’ daughters indeed,

all glorious within, all fair without.—
Arthur's Magazine.

of Geology

door, no man can open

whole breadth of its relations.” It is not so

and

if

common reader.

It is of general interest, pos-

sessing a wider range of topics than belong

basket. * Won't you catch it when you
get home, though!” exclaimed her com-

panion. *‘ No, indeed, I won't,” she
swered ; “‘ I've got a grandmother.”

Once a poor heathen

convert came

the missionary to procurea Bible.

an-

to
*¢I

have not a new one that I can give you,”

nothing.
new.”

°

|

It is a happy subject, happily treated by this

happy

themselves of a wide range of scientific

from

time

four pages got up in

LYRICS OF HOME-LAND. By Eugene J. Hall.
Chicago: 8. C. Griggs & Co.. 1881.

_ This

EDUCATION.

place.

The

compiler of this volume attempts to make Gar-

field its author as much as possible.
cordial

approbation

of

Mrs.

It has the

Garfield

and

is

emphatically an authorized volume.
President Hinsdale first treats of Garfield’s
relations to the Hiram

school

as student

and

President, and of his later Hiram life} to which

are added, in part I., his Collége Memorial Ad-

dresses. Part 11. consists of Garfield's Addresses

on Education and Educators.
The treatment
of these themes will bear critical examination
and they obviously bring out the literary

acquisitions

of” their author

on

subjects

which he was greatly interested.

COMMON SENSE ABOUT WOMEN.

By Thomas

ject’ under

the

following general

divisions:

Physiology, Temperament, The Home, Society,
Education, Employment, Principles of Gevernment,
Suffrage and Objections to Suffrage.

Mr. Higginson is an author of no mean ac
complishments andwe do wot see but that he
writes as well on this subject 8s apon

which

he is

master.

His

others of

first motto under

Physiology is as follows:
‘ But, before and after

being a mother, one

is a human being; and neither the motherly
nor the wifely destination can overbalance or

replace the human, but must become its meuns,
not its end.”

Under

Temperament,

he

says,

** Virtue in man and woman is the same;” the
Home,—* The progress of civilization
has
changed the family froma barony to a republic;
but the law has not kept pace with the advance

gilt

fully

We have received DRINKS FROM DRUGS or
the Magic Box, a startling exposure of “the
tricks of the Liquor Trafic. By Eli Johnson.

Published by the Revolution Temperance Pub.
lishing House. David Cook, Manager. 148
Madison St. Chicago. Mr. Johnson has a widespread reputation

as

a temperance

lecturer;

and from reliable sources to ‘which he has had
access he is enabled to

bring out

the facts

re-

vealed in the above work in an exhaustive
manner, exposing and denouncing the iniquitous, frauds perpetrated by liquor dealers.

One

of the most conclusive evidences in favor of
this book is found in the fact that the writer
was offered $10,000 by a leading

would not expose them.

brewer

if he

This system of base,

poisonous adulterations ought to be understood
by all who use the vile stuff. This book con
tains a fund of information.
The

Atlantic

Monthly

for

January com-

°

mences the new year with a good table of
contents ably treated. It seems to” realize its
original design—the wish of Mr, Phillips, its
first publisher, in 1857, * that the magazine

should represent what is best in American
thought and letters.” It does not seek to obtain
popularity by sensational articles but by presenting such topics in the department of literature as will command the attention and perusal

of intelligent American citizens,

It is devoted

to literature, science, art and politics.

This number is laden with its usual guotum
of substantial

papers.

It

commences

‘* Police Report,” succeeded
passion,”

*‘ The

with

by “ An Echo of

Guerdon,”

“A

Paris,” “ And Joe,” “ Three

Bunday at

Worlds,” by J.

T. Trowbridge, ‘‘ John Baptist at the Jordan,”

by E. E. Hale, * Hindo Humor,” * Studies
the South,” and other articles of equal

and

significance.

Among

them

ia

value

are * Bome

Memoirs of the Second Empire ” and * Reminiscences of James T. Fields,” &e.
It is pub-

lished

by

Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., Boston,

Subscription price $4.00.

of ideas, manners and customs ;” Employment,

—** Women have now marvelous ways of winning their wayin the world; and mind without

muscle has far greater force than muscle with-

out mind”; and under the objections to suffrage, Clara Barton says, ‘° When you were
weak and I was strong, I toiled for you.
Now
you are strong and [ am weak. Because of my
work for you I ask your aid. I ask the ballot

for myself and my sex. As I stood by youl
pray you stand by me and mine.” When in-

valided by long service in the hospitals and: in

the field during the late war,she thus appealsto
the returned soldiers of the United States, The
high

commendation

of woman in her

spheres: of action meets

with

approbation

the

as

well

as

here exhibited.

various

our

warmest

common

sense

——

THE

UNSEEN

HAND, or

his Boy Helpers.

James

By Klijah

of * Good Times,” &e.

Renfew
ellogg,

Tilustratod

Kellogg’s

book

belongs

By the

to the “Good Old:

a breaker,” with a very little education that
and

a

made him an object of abuse among his vile
companions. He remembered the dying kiss
of his mother, and inherited her Bible—nothing
else.
;
His future prospects were truely deplorable.
To make % good, useful ‘man out of such un-

pathy,

encouragement

and

instruction

Holl, A. R.

A. The first article *‘ Rosa Bonheur,”
with
portrait and five engravings, gives an account
of this distinguished: artist. -This is followed

by “The Venice of Titian ” with five engravings; * How to Hang Pictures,” * Decorative
Iron-work ” with five engravings; * Notiogbam Castle Museum,” ** The
Statue,” ¢* Instantactaneous

with

five

engravings,

Prodigal Son,
Photography,”

* Round

About

the

Farm,” with five engravings, ** Pictures from
the Hill Collection.” with five cngravings.
‘ Five ” here seems to be a favorite’ number;
nevertheless this
sample is Interesting and
well illustrated.
Harper's Magazine for January is

to its standard of excellency.

fully up

It is beautifully

illustrated, having a large number of portraits
from life, some twenty London journalists,
and twelve officers and membersof the New
York Young Men’s Christian Association. The
first illustrated paper describes the transportation of coal from Pittsburg down the Ohio and.”

Mississippi’rivers. This is followed by “ Ancient und Modern Venetian Glass” with thirty-

The unseen hand is developed in the case of
an orphan found in a workhouse, thrown out
into the world * like a dry leaf on the crest of
idea of God

is the

and

“ There's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough hew them how we will,”

the simple

of Art for January

Home ” from a painting by Frank

Author

same publishers as the last, Price $1.25.
Also, by the same house :
THE FORTUNATE ISLAND, and Other Stories.
By Max Adeler, Author of ‘‘ Qut of the
Hurly Barly,” ete. Price $1.00.
Times Series.”

The Magazine

second number of Vol. V.of this valuable
magazine.
The
frontispiece
is
¢* Leaving

were

the instrumentalities which
the unseen hand
used to bring about the happy result.
* The Fortunate Island” is a story of strange

seven- illustrjtions, * With the Vanguard in
Mexico” has twelve illustrations and quite au
number

of the other papers are illustrated.

‘ Who are the Pilgrims?” is answered

by W.

T. Davis. * Political Aspects of Mormanism,”

by Senator Edmunds is a timely and ‘valuable

production;

This

mer reputation,
times,

number

sustains

its for.

nay, it keeps abreast of the
i

‘The North American Review for January
contains as its leading article the opinion of
five distinguished American physicians upon

the

* Moral Responsibility of the Insane.”

This subject

just

now

occupies a prominent

placein the public mind.

Aside from thi it is

a matter of general interest to

determine the

limits of the responsibility of this unfortunate
class. A wrecked human mind appeals to our
best sympathies as the worst of all calamities.

we have no doubt that

The other articles are, *‘ The New Political

volume are worthy of
of their accomplished
:

Machine,” ¢ Shall Women Practice Medicine!”
“The Geneva Award,” the * Insurance Companies,” and *“ A Chapter of Confederate History,”
:

SEVEN Voices OF SYMPATHY, from the
writings of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
Kdited ‘by Charlotte Fiske Bates.
Boston:

ba

It is announced that the next number will

-

Houghton, Mifflin & Co, New York: 11 East

contain Part ILL of the ¢ Christian Religion”
series of articles, which wil be ‘a very

-

bridge.

able defence of the Christian faith,”

Seventeenth St.

1881.

The Riverside Press, Cam-

Price $1.26.

This collection of Mr. Longfellow’s Poems
for the consolation of the bereaved was made
in accordance with the suggestion of James T,

Fields who has since passed beyond the necessity of any
others, ,

such

helps which
TNE

he desired for
SON

however, a selection not only

of Longfellow but also from
his proke; and it is confined not merely to those

‘We hope

the magazine will redeem itself on this’ point.
Sebi,

The Musical Herald for December has a
life-like ° portrait of Carl Zerrahn who ls a-

mong the

famous musical

men

of Boston,

with a sketch of the mun. Its first pleco
of music is ** For God Shall Wipe Away All

Tears.”

These are accompanied

music and other reading matter.
[4]

“i

edges,

of yore—of* Auld

Lang Syne.”

in

Wentworth
Higginson.
Boston: Lee
&
Bhepard.
New York: C.T. Dillingham.
This is a very pretty volume in chocolate,
black and gold. The author discusses his sub-

and

back to the mind the days

1881.

with that

gold,

This he does under the divisions of Rustic
Rbymes, Home Memories, Bucolic Ballads,
Songs of Nature and Society Sketches. These
are told in that quaint old style that will bring

This memorial comes frem the President of
the college over which Garfield once presided

associated

und

tempts in these lyrics to give the ** yankee
dialect,” and“ picture with fidelity the better
side of American life, manners and scenery.”

Hiram gollege Memorial, by B. M. Hinsdale,
A. M., President of Hiram College.
Boston:

fame being

black

illustrated. The author is a New England.
boy *
who has made his mark elsewlieré snd he at-

ti

One half of this time he probably spent elsewhere—in college,in the army and in Congress.
To many, however, his four years’ residence at
Mentor is fraught with more significance than
his twenty-six at Hiram on’ the account of his

is a giR-bookwith—artistic-covers15

red,

Mr.

and where was his home for twenty-six years.

green, black and gold, in

in

Winchell’s “ bammer” makes the “sparks”
fly well, and kindles up the tinder of dormant,
inquisitive spirits. There is hope for you, my
sleepy friend, if you have any tinder to catch

AND

s
B. Cham,

on every page as he proceeds ; and which closes
in a felicitous manner.

isa

student.

By Parth

good type, pleasing to the eye and easy to
beread; and one will very naturally become
enamored with the story which gathers interest

study; indeed its

deeply interest the

James R. Osgood & Co.

FRED?

No. 13 Astor Place. $1.25.
Crowell 00
This is & volume of two- hundred and fifty.

knowl-

and

by many.a

Deriait, Authot of
04 heals
ete.
New
York: Thomas Y.

:

an able author

and it will be read

WHAT ABOUT

edge.” In this way they will
be able to discover the relations and
harmony of the
sciences. The
* Sparks” are classified under five distinct heads; viz., ‘ Asthetic,”
‘ Chronological,” * Climatic,” “ Historical,”
This comes

author,

happy boy and happy girl, too.

‘ Itis ‘especially desirable that persons of
the requisite aptitudes should seek to possess

This work is,
If the book is old, the word is | from
the poetry

*

personally before it is translated.

to

the limited field of the scientist’s study. They
extendto the subjects which interest other
men,—such as have a tendency to Lroaden
their views of the world.
!
:

Down in Salem, the other day, a bright | enchanting interest and
little girl was sent to get some eggs, and the other stories in this
being the production
on her way back stumbled and fell, mak- author,

ing sad havoc with the contents of the

rangement with the author, who co-operates
with Prof. Anderson, revising each work

the comprehension of the

the Lord open the door, no man can shut couth and forbidding material seemedto rethe door; and if the Lord say it rain“no quire sn unseen hand; and yet timely symman can stop it rain; bu the Lord do all

‘This edition is published by a special ar-

scientific,or literary, er philosophical
or techni-

cul, as to be above

consisted in

the door;

A Harry Boy. By Bjorostjorne Bjornsen.

theologian.

| knowledge ot the deculogue which restrained |
A little colored boy wrote the following him from the evil influences around him, and

excuse to his teacher: “I am sorry I
couldn’t come to school on Friday, but I
couldn't cause it rain. That the way it
go in the world. If the Lord shut the

of this able author and need no commendation
from us,

will attract the common reader
and at the

nothing is wasted.
It is also important to know what point
of dress to emphasize. For instance, one
may expend
a large sum on a gown, if
the shoes are shabby or ill made, the
gloves worn, and the bonnet lacks style,
the gown is entirely thrown away. But
the gown may be no longer new ; it must
now be carefully brushed and well put

title,

It is intended to. be .pranslated from the the Norse by Rasmps B.
Anderson, Author of * Norse Mythology,”
¢ suited to occupy the “attention of a geologist
who tries to contemplate his vocation in ‘the | &c., &c. Author's Edition. Boston: Same
House as the last.. Price $1.00.

same

purple, blue,

that it may supply a want felt in

at large, so that the proposed

‘“ Poems of Consolation” was
changed
to
* Beven Voices of Sympathy.” These selections
of course contain the most pathetic productions

of

This is a volume of four hundred pages on a
subject of great weight to the scientist and

yellow, white, and never: buying any the sparks as they fly.
other colors, one may, in making over
garments, use one with another go that | PRESIDENT GARFIELD

said the missionary. “I have a secondShe is hatd one; but it is old.” “Oh! that is

induced to

buy anything because it is new.

fast as

gray,

Professor

production worthy of careful

of blue

things well, and you oughtn't to growl.”
really solid possessions to her wardrobe, /
—June Miller.
which, treated with care, lasts her many
oO
+o

pitable dwelling and the repining mother,

y, bappy children around would permit.

like

Author

true merit cannot be appreciated without.
Many of its sketches are thoroughly filled with
compact scientific instruction in a style that

Choosing colors that harmonize with each
other,

D.

and * Philosophical.”

seem

blessings of the year. Peace and joy
Don’t think it absolutely necessary to
dwelt in many a home whose inmates felt’
that they had been dwelling under the your happiness that every afternoon be
very shadow of the Almighty. The voices spent in making calls, orjon the street
Home is not a mere hotel,
of joyous childhood, happy youth, and shopping.
peaceful manhood were as balm to the wherein to eat and sleep—too dreary to
be endured without company from abroad ;
old man’s spirit.
He saw that the months of his reign home-work is not mere drudgery, but
had been fruitful of worthy, loving deeds. useful ministration to those you love.
The beneficent spirit of the Master had .Don’t mistake giggling for cheerfulness,
been abroad, repressing evil, encouraging slang phrasesfor wit, boisterous rudeness
for frank gayety, impertinent speeches for
good.
So was his heart lightened. The re- bright repartees. On the other hand,
frain of the swelling anthem, *‘ Peace on don’t be prim, formal, stiff, nor assume a
earth, good will to men,” seemed still to ‘¢ company face,” eloquent of ‘* prunes,
echo through the courts of the silent potatoes, prisms,” nor sit bolt upright in
a corner, hands, feet, eyes and lips carenight.
;

*¢ bodies,”as the English call them.
‘skirt will easily outlast two waists,

*¢ Away, away!" she exclaimed, “What
do you here, you cruel Old Year? You

shade

LL.

society

By

Price $2.00.

This affords more va-|

to be capable of, for any

Winchell,

‘* Preadamites,” eto.

cost:

may be used.
There isa great economy in deciding
on a few becoming colors in‘their several
shades, and confining one’s dress to these.

God is

people were dying of want buta few
streets from such a region of luxury.
A lady, richly dressed, rose to meet
him ; but as she recognized her guest she

was furnished
with everything necessary gone.”

groupof hes

of small

sufferers,

and Palmontology
in the University
of
Michigan. Chicago: 8S: C. Griggs & Co. 1881.

care, at

riety than at first thought it would

trials will work for our best good. Oh, no

please

‘The
Old Year glanced around; the fire care for them.

windows, books and papers filled the ta-

:

summer or winter, blue or white, or white

and blue mixed.

.th

capital one is often obliged to buy what
husband and father, **‘when you have two children are starving. Your darling can last but
& few months; but there is
treated me so shabbily? I have been i# safe; would you not rather it would be | choice even here.
on
looking over my accounts and find I have in heaven than suffering as are this poor
There is certainly a great economy in a
just made a living; yet I-never worked woman’s children?”
woman's adopting for occasions of ceremore constantly ; these miserably hard
My babe would not suffer ; don’t talk mony one dress from which she never
times have defeated all my plans.”
to me about the poor; the city should diverges. It becomes her characteristic,
burned brightly on the hearth; the room

Alexander

Suppose it to be

dress

neglected, toiling, erring, struggling and aged

n

dress, which is always, for all occasions,

been 80 hard,

dresses can afford also to give it away, or

man, “ remember the blessings still reThese last hours } will de- maining,—your husband, your other chil-

vote to farewell calls; perchance a few

have

convert it to some other use, before it is
worn, while the unobtrusive dress easily
lends itself to some different adjustment,
which gives it an entirely new aspect.
A woman who has but one best gown
can * wear it with a difference,” like the
rule Ophelia offers to her brother, so as to
make it suitable to many occasions, especially if she have two. waistf]
or

would have supported comfortably a
poor family for weeks, were such a contrast to the scene of misery he had just
left, that he could scarcely realize that
this scene was not a vision of the imag-

form

on me, while glad, young voices rung
out their shouts of greeting. Now, who
cares that the Old Year is so near his

white cashmere—a

lov-

everything that could delight the eye or
which his feet pressed, the rich furniture,
the luxurious nicknacks, each of which

“joy and gladness; bright eyes smiled up-

successor.

bear

entering a noble mansion, he

spoke loudly of weakness and decay.
‘t My race is nearly run,” he murmored; “a few hours and the Old Year with
his joys and sorrows, will have passed
away. It seems but as yesterday since,
young and hopeful, 1 was welcomed with

ly those upon whom

not

way thropgh the lighted halls till he
reached
an elegant room, teeming with

we

An old, old man with hair of silvery
whiteness sat cowering over the embers
of a dying fire. His thin hands were claspeyes and

can

like this,” he groaned.

BY PILGRIM.

dim

in the cup

¢ Stitch, stitch, stiteh,
In poverty, hunger and dirt.”

il

the

sorrow

to the old man’s heart. He softly withdrew, but on his ears lingered the sad
refrain, —
:

THE OLD YEAR.

and

his

The hopeless misery of the tones, went

light

ed,

discour-

The pittance I receive is scarcely sufficient for the food of one person, to say
nothing of rent, fuel and clothing. My
little girls are starving before my eyes.
This bitter cold is chilling my very
bones. God have mercy upon us.”

years

Family Circle.

became

A crust of bread and rags.’

I see the shadow’ of my former self
Gliding from childhood up to man’s estate.

James A. Garfield.

he

¢ Work, work, work,
And my labor never flags,
And what are its wages! A bed of straw,

"Where woke the first remembered sounds that

1860.

that

work, he drowned

‘Where earth and sky in dreamy distance meet,
And Memory, dim with dark oblivion, jeins;

Leads o'er a summit where the sunbeams
Tall;
And thus in light and shade, sunshine and
gloom,
Sorrow and joy, this life-path leads along...
.

it would last, with

leust five or six years.

contrasted

and often this cry came from those whose
folly and extravagance had been the

of intoxication; and you see to what
straits we are reduced. For months all
the support we have hud has come from
my needle.

Unto the utmost verge of memory’s land,

path

that

black velvet:

cases suggested by death; but to the depressed,

SPARKS FROM A GEOLOGISTS HAMMER.

Such dress as this must of course lie
within certain limits. Suppose it to be a

>

1

+ Zterature,

and

in its turn becomes old.

his ears till he become weary of the sound ;

aged and joined in a strike for higher
pay. Then being thrown entirely out of

tinged

. Save that a phantom dances o’er the gulf
And beckons toward the verge. Again

time,

perceived, nor is it noticed when the new

reclin-

step ; the cry of hard times was dinned into

As her guest entered, she raised her
sad, heavy eyes and murmgured,
¢ Ah,
the Old Year! what brings you here?
a terrible, terrible year you have been to
us. Formerly we were happy. My husband is a good workman, and supported
us comfortably; but his wages were re-

that land are

fell
Upon the ear in childhood’s early morn;
And wandering thence along the rolling

little

when the old edition, becoming worn,
gives way to the new, the change is .not

comforts of life.”
‘=
:
‘“Yes; the times are hard; work is
scarce ; and often at night we have not
known where the means for the next day's
support was to come from. But God has
cared for us; and we know all these

bitter

¢ With fingers weary and worn,
With eyelids heavy and red,
A woman sat in unwomanly rags,
Plying her needle and thread.”

stand
:
As erst they did before the prison tomb
Received their clay within its voiceless halls.

shade

and

1881.

where,

madam, you must have often wanted

for all

where a dim light burned,

Where’er our footsteps fall, upon the shore
They that were sleeping rise from out the dust
Of. death’s long silent years and round us

above

rested . there,

28,

light he found

have been mine,—a kind husband,
ing children, and many friends!”

year since; you see that vacant chair.
One of our number will welcome 1882,
in
a fairer home than this, and though
|
And now, with noiseless step, sweet memory
we sadly miss him, yet wé know it is all]
ve
comes
And leads me gently through
her twilight right.
God knew what was for his best
realms.
good, and ours also; we will trust him
What poet’s tureful lyre has ever sung,
still, and be thankful for the blessings yet
Or delicatest pencil e’er portrayed,
remaining.” ~With a lightened heart, the
The enchanted, shadowy land where memory
Old
Year pursued his way through the
dwells?
dim streets till he cameto a miserable
It has its valleys, cheerless, lone and drear,
Dark shaded by the mournful cypress tree,
shanty, scarcely fit tor a shelter for huAnd yet its sunlit mountain-tops are bathed
man beings.
Sorrowfully he entered,
In heaven’s own blue. Upon its craggy cliffs,
|
and
a‘scene
of
abject
misery was before
Robed in the dreamy light of distant years,
him.
The room
was bitterly cold.
Are clustering joys serene of other days;
Crouched before the dying fire were two
Upon its gentle, sloping hill-sides bend
The weeping willows o’er the sacred dust
little half-clad girls, while at a (able

that bend

her little- thought

trouble,

ing on a couch, was: a. woman pale and
thin almost to emaciation. Deep lines of
suffering were on her face, yet a look of

friend, "said the form-

Upon the earth decked in her robe of snow,
No light gleams at the window save my own,
Which gives its cheer to midnight and to me.

heavens

Guided by this

himself in a humble room

sorrow has come to your household the
past year.”
¢ Yes,” was the answer,

MEMORY.
look

of

A feeble light, burningin a small

tention.

suf-

the old man

the Old Year,
stars

first stroke

dwelling he was passing, attracted his at-

the mercies of the year.”
“Bat I almost feared to intrude,” said

.

¢

the

my

have come to receive our thanks

_ Sad, low and long the night-winds sigh, .
The river answers sobbingly—

’Tis beauteous night;
down

the

DECEMBER

shook his head.
¢ Take eare,” said he, : strangely with the poverty of her sur- it could, with care, last two seasons ; and
‘that you do not lose the blessings you now roundings and the too evident marks of then, cleaned, last another season or two;
possess. If you think your lot hard, what pain that her features expressed. She and then, dyed, be turned into a walkof those'who have had scarcely a roof to welcomed her visitor with a bright smile. ing dress to last two seasons more.
'| shelter them?” and, taking his staff, he “I am glad to see you once more,” she
If a dress is put on with grace, its
{
left the house solilognizing, ‘If that man said,
owner alone is aware of its defects, and it
‘“ You seem to have very little reason is a kindness to the spectator if she will
complains so bitterly, what shall I find
for
gladness,” was the reply, as the old keep her own secret.
among those who have experienced sor>
row and affliction as well as temporal man gazed pityinglyon her. ‘1881 has
In France, and I believe also in Italy
losses? Here is a house I almost fear to brought so much suffering to you that they have a poetic fashion of dedicating for
enter.” Softly he opened the door. The | you will rejoice at his departure.”
a.certain number of years (five, ten, or
Oh, no; you mistake; the year has twenty years, according to the: parents’
room he entered, was small but comfortable. Around the table were seated the been a good one to mé. He who has per- fancy) young girls to the Virgin. I do not
family. group—the father, the mother, the mitted the suffering, has given strength know in what way they demonstrate this
to endure it. Then how many blessings dedication except in the color of their
children.
.

Now far away tolls solemnly
The death knell of the dying year,

401d Year, good-bye, good-bye!

at

STAR,

forget all the blessings of their past

«¢ Suftered, of course not,” was the reply,
“1 am complaining that I have got
nothing ahead this year.” The old man

Throws silvery beams below

The

MORNING

Po

Heat

by other

°

{ay

THE MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 28, 1881.

em

Fant
IS

land

County, New York, June 14th,

, thus

Churches, Newark Conference, was

run down

GUESTS AT YULE.

with overwork;
| paired,
eyes very
could

{From the “Holiday” Number of THB CRITIC.)

Across the winter snow.

‘But what are the little footprints all

ab mark the path from the church-yard
:
;
wal
are those of the children waked to-night
soft,

. Soft,

chimes!

eetly,

scarcely

voice

badly
follow

impaired,

so that he

general

reading,

Ring

chimes!

fleetlv,
rhymes!

Bates, and

by

:

Cease,

rhymes!

:

The guests are gathered now.

—Edmund C, Stedman.

Eo

where

pid, the same thing

found

a cordial reception

they, in return,

gave him sweet songs. Many times the
woodmen had wished to cut this strong
tree down, but Father Bernardo prayed
for its life, and it was spared to him.
At last there came a terrible winter.
Storms were so severe that few trees and
and

the

freshets

that

rushed down the hills swept off all that
the tempests had left. At last, after a
went, with

and

Mary

storm,

«lreadful

her

father

fear, to see if the hermit was

still alive, for they

thought he must have

perished. But when they came to him
they found that his dumb daughter had
saved

bis

life.

On

the

coming

of the

freshet,-he had gone up to the roof of his

“hut, but he soon saw that he was not safe

there ; then, as he cast his eyes to heaven, the branches of the oak seemed to
bend toward him, and beckon him to
come up to them; so he took a few crusts
of bread and climbed up into the tree,
where he stayed three days. Below, everything was swept away, but the oak
stood firm; and, at last, when the sun
the

came out, and

storm was ended, his

by N.Y.

grea comfort as they

show

Lowell, when all my phys clans

HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA
b

craved.

In the very room where she became the happy bride, she exchanged earth for heaven. For
tiently,

cheerfully

and

hopefully

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetable
kingdom known
to medical science as alteratives, blood-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
Sold by all druggists. Drice $1, or six for
$5.
C.1. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

pa-

with

en to long for the

into

wine-casks,

One "ddy, as

sin the arbor, and

Mary sat

her children were with

iher,—she held the yeungest to her breast,

and

the older one

ran around in merry

play. = she called to mind the old hermit,
and
all the blessings that he had asked

for her, and she wondered if his prayers

would not be answered in these children.
Just then the little boy ran to his mother
with a stick to which he had fastened a

hour

of

release.

of peace

When

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES :“‘ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but

She was a teacher

in his mind, but not clear enough

in

form to gnable him to paint it. It was
"Raphael Sanzio d’Urbino, and when his
glance fell upon the lovely, living piciure of Mary and her children, he saw, in
flesh and blood

before him, just the love-

ly dream that had floated in

his thoughts.

ut he had only a pencil! On what could
he draw ? Just then his eye fell on the

- smooth cover of the wine-cask standing

near by. He quickly sketched upon this
»the outlines of Mary and her boys, and
when he went away he took the oaken
.cover with ‘him. And, thereafter, he did
not rest until, with his whole soul in his

work, he had painted that wonderful pict-

ure which we know as ‘La Madonna
Della Sedia.”
Thus, at length, was the prayer of
. Father

Bernardo

answered, and

his two

daughters were made famous together.—
«Clara Erskine (Clement, in
Christmas
~*¢ St. Nicholas.”
@

—

y

ART

organist

till her wasting

health compelled her to leave them for awhile,

She had

never made

a

profession of religion, yet when human plans
were failing and all which health, hope and
romise had offered her were slowly sinking
neath the ravages of disease, then her hear:
turned to Him who came to seek and save the
lost.
We believe she became fully reconciled
to the allotment which He who doeth al} things

well appointed to her; and that
away beneath the ‘moldering sod
glorious hope of the resurrection
through Him who brought lifeand
to light.

Funeral

recious

remains

services

her home by Rev.

Dr.

were

Bowen,

were

she “is laid
in full and
of the dead
immortality
attended

and then

conveyed

to

the

Great

‘alls, N, H., (her former home) to sleep with

other beloved ones of that household band, till
he shall summon a * ransomed one” to arise

and meet the Lord.

N. 8, CHENEY,

WooDARD,—Died

near «+ West

NOTES.

._'Charles Sprague Pearce’s *‘ The Decap-

‘itation of John the Baptist,” has received

‘the reward of $300 offered by the Philadelphia Academy for the best work containing not less than two figures included
in its exhibition.

. The American Committee, appointed to
a fitting pedestal and site for the

Concord,

League

Club, in

New York.

There were about sixteen members pres‘ent. Most of the associate committees

‘for the collection of subscriptions in other
‘cities have been selected, but will not be
announced

until

next

‘when
a meeting
will
place. The
address
8 being prepared by
Parke Godwin, will

week,

Tuesday,

be heldin the;same
to the Ho le, which
Wm. M. Evarts and
then be issued, and

== FOR MAN AND BEAST.
J
ca A

=

like

all

and strong will, she proved a helpmate

indeed

to her husband. Her six children lived to be men
and

women, bu}

the mother saw husband

and

birthday, and pas

away. J

all her children buried, and in her old age she
found a home 1 er Can pai where
her
she passed

without disease.

95th

She was

a member

Lord’s church of Buffalo for over 30

of" Dr.
years

and

died trusting in the atoning blood of a ¢rucified Saviour. The funeral services were held
in the F. B. chureh at West Concord, Nov. 13,
where the writer officiated. She was buried
in the cemeteryat West Concord beside her
lie
husband, children and grandchildren who last
River,
‘ prxLey.—Died Dec. 3, at Waterbury
aged 16
Vt.,of typhoid fever, . Wilkie Pixley
Willie was a steady, industrous boy, |
years.
the stay and support of his widowed mother,
ho deeply mourns her loss. The funeral was
onde Is a large circle of sympathizing
. Funeral services by the writer,’
friends

’

3

L. 8. BAN.

SUTTON.~Mrs. M. E. Sutton, wife of Rev.

J. A. Sutton,

died ut Green

years,4

Camp,

Marion

months,

und

THE

BEST

EXTERNAL

jild REMEDY
~—FOR—

-—

where,

upon the

Liver,

invaluable

bottle,

to her.

She

is now

using her

Stories of the White Mountains.

Mrs.

M,

A.

Zealand;

.

.

By William Black.

«

Bya Writer in Russia.
By Rose Terry Cooke.

By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe.
.

.

.

.

.

.

on the Ocean.

I hope

Lost

in

the

Gran

Chaco;

or, Six Weeks

and

Practical.

World.—Some very graphic stories, woven of so strange a

Nether

unison of facts and probabilities, that we predict for them both the entertainment and wonder
-of our readers. By Henry M. Frost.
Hints for Debating Clubs.—A paper both practical and entertaining, —in connection
with which the Companion will offer a gift of books

in the hope that it'may prove the nucleus

oe
By Prof. A. F. Chase.
Children.—An amusing and instructive series of papers, giving the usages and

for a Society Library.
Naming

By C. A. Stephens.

=

The

and the scalp by its use becomes white and

clean.

capillary

al, or desirable.

Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts, says of it: * I consider it the best preparation for its intended purposes.”

DYE,
on

relied

be

may

MANUFACTURED

BY

S AND DEALERS
‘SOLD BY ALL INDRUGGIST
MEDICINE~.

Established:
kod

J

The

in 1824;

The WEEKLY
uel Bowles

and so potent an influence on
time.

the thought

especially for a thoruogh

By Mrs. A. H. Leonowens.

life,

and

i
\

Among

By Mrs, Gen, Lew Wallace.

Indians.

/

the

Useful

Articles

on

Home

Industries.

Articles Upon Fancy Work, Embroidery in Crewels and in Silk, Appliqué Work, Lace
. By Annie E. Ramsey.
Work, Novelties of Knitting and Crochet Work, ete,
.
A new profession for women,
Training for Nurses as Physicians’ Assistants.

By a Trained Nurse, Mass. Gen. Hospital.
By

‘Ways by which Girls may Earn Money at Home.
.
Photography, as an Occupation for Lads.

.

.

Rebecca Harding Davis.
By an Expert.
«

By Miss Parloa.

_ How to Prepare Inexpensive, but Appetizing, Food for the Table.

By Mrs. S. B. C. Samuels.

“The Raising of Household Pets for the Market.

The Editorials, as heretofore, will be prepared by the most qualified pens,
and all current topics will be treated clearly and fundamentally.
The Children’s Column will be under the same popular management as for
the last fifteen years, and the Prize department will be more liberal than ever.

Specimen copies sent free. -

Subscription Price, $1.75.

under-

Please mention in what paper you read this cdvertisement.

COMPANION,

YOUTH’S

lete
Bie guide to every one who would know this section and its people. Ic devotes large attevtion to
Titerature ; it deals intelligently and liberally with
all questions of philanthropy, economy, ethics,
AN
1¢eligion, science and industry. THE REPUBLIC
supports a large staff of trained writers, editors
and reporters, and though published in

the Pueblo

of the

indispensa-

an

who

on the Mountains of Mexico, by one

Adventures

By Fred A. Ober,
is travelling in that country for Scientific Societies.
Greece.—Recollections of Athens ; views of the Royal Court.
Sa
By Mrs, Julia Ward Howe.

of
takes to inform its readers of the progress
New
events and of thought in all directions. As a a comEngland journal it 1s intended to make it
mirror of New England life,

Naturalist’s

Mexico.—A

reform in the civil serv-

discusions every interest of

\

Russia.—Life in the out-of-the-way Nooks and Corners of Russia, given in a
picturesque and striking series of articles. The author has been sent to
.
:
ussia by the Companion especially for this purpose.

%

ice, a sharp, intelligent and jmpartial revision of the tariff and a sound financial system. It belongs
to no party except that of reform, but it applauds
the good and condemns the evil in all of them.
THE REPUBLICAN i8 not simply a political news-.
aper. 1t touches in its news 1eports and editorA

’

Hiustrated Travel.

:

intelligible

not slow to express them in vigorous,

James T. Fields.

By the late

China.—Incidents and facts connected with ten years of official residence in
China ; in which personal adventures, incidents of social intercourse with the
people; and detailed views of every-day life in China will be given.
By Hon. Chester Holcombe, U. 8S. Legation, Pekin.

DAILY

During the past year the circulation of

Parton.

Ward Beecher.
¥F. W. Farrar.

Poetry is Essential to Common Intelligence—A list of ‘books that all should
y
.
.
.
By 8. HE. Pierce.
’
’
’
.
.
.
.

What

J

published in
constituency

other daily newspaper in the world,
80 smalla city, that has so large a

E. P, Whipple.
James

ByE.P. Whipple.
,
.
.
.
Charles Kingsley’s Schooland CollegeLife.
By a Specialist,
.
.
.
Diseases of the Hip and Spine in Children.
The Times of the Great Debates in Congress. By Jessie Benton Fremont,
Natural Wonders of the South, Pre-Historic Mounds, Floating Islands, Phosphate DeBy Harriet Prescott Spafford,
re
posits, Bat Caves, Honey Caves, etc.
<<
_ Articles on Home Education for working Peo e3 What books to study at
ential to Intelligence—Why
ing—The Books
home—A course of Home

po

known and quoted than any other. Its growtn
and present. position are unique. There is no

Articles.

Other Recollections of Authors.

7

0

THE SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN Ras long been
recognized as the leading and
representative
newspaper of New England, and is more widely

Geo. Bancroft Griffith,
Edna Dean Proctor,

By
The Ministers ot the English Government during the Revolution.
.
.
By
The Beginning of Great Industries.
By Rev. Henry
Life Scenes, as a Clergyman sees them.
By Canon
.
.
Success and Failure in Lifc.

to

DR. J.C. AYER &CO,, Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.

Marion Harland,

Lucy Larcom,

Very Valuable

change the colorof the beard from gray or any
1 other undesirable shade, to brown or lack,at discretion. It is easily applied, being in one prepaand effectually produces a
ration, and quick!
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.

M. B. C. Slade,

William H Rideing,

George P. Lathrop,
Charles Barnard,
Sarah Winter Kellogg,

Rose Terry Cooke,
Marie B. Williams,
Charlotte Mary Yonge,

Frances M. Peard,

Whiskers.

o Celia Thaxter,
Mary N. Prescott,

J. D. Chaplin,

Rebecca Harding Davis,

+

Sarah P. Brigham,

‘Charles Craddock,”

Fred A. Ober,
" Mrs. E. M. Ames,

Louise Chandler Moulton,
Harriet Prescott Spofford,

and making the hair thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectu-

Dinah Maria Craik,

Julia C. R. Dorr,
Rev. Theron Brown,
Elizabeth Akers Allen,
Annie A. Preston,
Rev. Charles Thwing,
Theodora R. Jenness,
G. H. Coomer,

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
Mrs. Gen. Lew Wallace,
George M. Towle, Esq.,
Col. Paul II, Hayne,
y
“I. H.,”
Mary A. Denison,
“Ruth Chesterfield,”

Mrs, Harriet Beecher Stowe,

reventing baldness,

Writers.

Prof. Richard A. Proctor,

John G. Whittier,
W. D. Howells,
E: P. Whipple,
J. T. Trowbridge,
William Black,
Canon F. W. Farrar,
Henry Ward Beecher,

Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory
as ever.
:
3 restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;

s

Companion’s

Henry W, Longfellow,

greatest care.

Karsner.

Frey

By

.

Boy's Struggle for College.

A Backwoods

This elegant Dreparaiien

American

g

the rites which attend the naming of childrenin various lands.

For the

Le

in a South

fin

Amusing
of a

Pigmies

The

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

BUCKINGHAM’S

i

Pratt,

ByE.R.

Fully illustrated.

euily ghu

SHIVLER,

the

ByJamesParton.

fourth

_

HALLS

glands io their normal vigor,

mw
*-

By E. A. Kingman.
«+»

s+»

«

is

>.

.

.

‘Wilderness: A Six Weeks’ Flight among the Cannibals. Illustrated.
>
By H. 8. Dearborn, C. E.
Perils of a Linesman’s Life: Guarding a Telegraph Wire in Sumatra,
Illustrated.
.
.
+
+
+ By Lieut. Grinnell.
On Recent Battle Fields. Illustrated.
,
By Archibald Forbes,
A Story of South Africa. A Serial Story.
By Capt. Mayne Reid.
Nobody's Boys. A Serial Storyr Illustrated.
By C. A. Stephens.

’

By its tonic properties it restores

By W.D. Howells. %

By J.T. Trowbridge.

Incidents of Frontier Life and Adventure inthe West; in Africa;
in Australia; in Greenland; in China, Japan and Corea; in Russia; in New

For sale by all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or six
;

4

Its Stories of Adventure.

|.

447, W. 22d 8t., Now York, *
bottles for £5.

..

.

District Schools.

Stories of Old

|.

I told our druggist how excellent it was,

you will let it become better known,

Story.

.

.

Stories of Successful Business Men.
|

and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known remedy for sick headache.

He says it is not advertised half enough.
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who
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a provin-

Mass.

Boston,

4] Temple Place,

January

to

now,

sends

and

1st, 1882,

and

us

a full

his

the
cial city in maintains the machinery, displays
enterprise and enjoys the facilities of a metropolitan journal,

of Collins, then a wilderness,

82ed
4 0., Nov, 20, ag
.a plan of operations be made public. 27
£:)
. Sister 8. was born near Blanchester,
The Jedestal will be of enormous size, O. Where, early in life, she gave her heart: to
fand about 175 feet fu hight.
Christ, With her husband she became a mema

with the signature of “ I, BUTTS” on the wyapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by' SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. - Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

-—

11 yeurs, her parents moved to N. Y., where
in 1813 she was married to Joseph Woodard.
In 1815 they moved to what 18 now the town

irritation,

thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names.
De sure you get
DRX. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,

Erie Co., N. Y. Hannah Woodard, - in the
96th year of her
age. Her maiden nume was
Mitchell. She was born Aug. 24, 1786, in Washington, Litchfield Co., Conn.
At the age of°

Bartholdi statue of Liberty to be erected “entombed, uyyuiting the sounding of the
«on Bedloe’s Island, met recently at the trump. ©,
GEO. CO. BAKER.

"Union

loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays

at

other pioneers of a heavy
timbered country,
she suffered severe hardships, which she bore
with wonderful courage.
ving gaod health

"Rosa Bonheur {8 failing in health.

secure

not resign them

action

body.

English

ands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
Liver-Aid has been,a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things fer
her sick headache, bit never found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been

including

her premeditated purpose.

bi

' A Pioneer School-Mistress in the Far West:
Her experiences—
amusing, often thrilling—related to her Eastern friends.
By Adeline Hall.

English, but it recognizes the rights of opponents
Po is not afraid to print criticisms of itself and
its views. THE REPUBLICAN at present labors

CONSUMPTION.

as she then thought.

a young man

for immediate

An

.

Four Nights Among Russian Nihilists. s+
Tales of Old New England Taverns.

SOUR STOMACH,

Every affection of the

‘Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

:

Ram

ustrated.

Witchcraft at Deacon Wiggins’ .

INDIGESTION,
BOILS, JAUN-

daily edition alone has ‘advanced from 11,600 to
12,000. THE WEEKLY REPUBLICAN, besides its
large circulation in New England, has a considSee and growing audience at the West and
!
South; and even abroad.
In politics, THE REPUBLICAN is thoroughly inthe
Print
*
is:
motio
1ts
dependent and honest.
news and tell the truth about it.” This it aims to
do carefully, fairly ‘and conscientiously. 1t has
its own opinions on all public questions and is

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

was

moment

DICK, HEARTBURN,

wr

A Live Story for

ENTERPRISING—HONEST—INDEPENDENT.

that all her devotion and untiring zeal must
be repressed by the attacks of sickness and
finally by death itself.. She had always been
accustomed from earliest youth to do what
her hands fouud to do with her might, hence
no delay was allowed to hinder ur interfere
with her plans, and no trifle tarned her from

rhe was, for the thought of a lovely picture

that

PILES,

|

ears.
For months, yes, for years, we have
n accustomed to look upon her as one so
Sosely and faithfully devoted to what was assigned her to do, that it never occurred to us

an

DIZZINESS,

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROF.
ULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IM\
PURITIES AND SALT RHEUM, °
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
It is the largest because it has the most to
do. it is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derangement in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
unchecked, in Paralyoia, insanity, or death, Dr,
Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine

it

she would

at

DYSPEPSIA,

and joy

in our church and so brave and firm were her
resolves not to be drawn from her duties when
she found her strength less than usual, that

und

BILLIOUSNESS,

' A Serial Story.’Ii

0

shone from her countenance, that glorified the
parting scene, and comforted her
grief-strick-

in one of the schools and also was

Such as
POOR APPETITE,

for

The Leading New England Newspaper.

.came near. He had large, dreamy eyes,
and a restless, weary look. And weary

cross,

an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,

The Springfield Republican.

1
Mrs, Van
: Was
(0 her -en-ones.—As—#-child
other daughter came to take him
‘lovely and amiable in disposition, and
home and make him warm and give bim very
er promising childhood ripened into » beaufood, for this dreadful time of hunger and tiful, Christian womanhood.
There was an
out.
him
attractiveness
and
winsomness, sbout her,
worn
almost
had
storm
that
was
hard
to
resist,
binding
her with
called
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
Then the goed Father Bernardo
strong cordsto the hearts of her friends; and
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
on heaven to bless his two good daugh- those
who knew her most intimately feel that
ters who had saved his life, and prayed
THE CURE OF
heaven has been made richer by her having
Com.
that in some way they might be distin- entered its pearly gates.
Coughs,
Colds,
Hoarseness,
guished together. Years passed, and the
JAMES.
—Mattie
A.
James,
youngest
daughSore
Throat,
Bronchitis,
old hermit died. Mary married, and beof John and Maria P. James, died in Lewcame the mother of two Jiltle boys; the ter
Influenza, Asthma,
iston, Me., of consumption, July 26, aged 25

old oak-tree had been cut down and made

But

Poetry?

‘was enabled
to say,
Lord be done,” and ev-

came, a radiant expression

coming volume.are given below: ~~

|
|

These are by writers of rare gifts and cxperience. Several of the Stories
will illustrate topics that are engaging public attention.

that

two young daughters were strong cords that
bound her to earth. But grace triumphed,

PUBLISHERS

Have spared no effort to present an Announcement of
new features for 1882, that shall represent the best ability in
entertaining literature. The names of writers for the CoMPAN10x and a selection from the topics that will be treated in

Its Serial Stories.

terrible disease—consumption. She had much
to live for. A fond, devoted husband and

and »t last she
“The will of the:

THE
y

/

SARAH C. WHITTIER.

till the close of life, she was permitted to enjoy a very close and sweet companionship
with her mother, whom
she so Gevoully

yet

gave me up

as being in an incurable- condition.
One
thing before I close. I have recommend
your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more than a thousand cases, and my fdith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effected aside from my own. I
you
will not be slow in making the merits of
Hoon's SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for it
i¥a duty you owe to mankind.
With
best wishes I rémain very truly
yours

strongly she

earnestly,

organs,

‘WARNER, N. I, Jan. 21, 1870.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen
For ten years previous
to the
- ear J Jan of 1877
I had been a constant suf. ferer irom scrofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condi
tion, as described in my leper to you in Se
temberof that year.
continued excellent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged
father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy
intense personal interest in
Hoop’s
BARSAPARILLAS | Sanrio ila from ex
pressing
m:
e for
rmanen
c
a
medicine effected in my
case nearly two years ago while living in

ad endeared herself to them by gentleness,
love, and earnest Christian effort. In 1878,
she removed with her family to Dover, where,

pearly
a year, she battled

such

A remedy that can destroy the germ) of
scrofula, and when once settled has the power to root it out, must be appreciated by
those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children and the more wonderful cures
of those of middle age.and Jaje jp life, as iilustrated
by our printed testimonials, prove
Hoops SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable rem. edy, containing remedial agents which do
positively cure scrofula and eradicate it from
ie bl
:

and re-

loved, and whose society, she eagerly

any

SCROFULA.

friends, afford

how

your kidneys, and you

or you will be a well man.— Albany Argus.

and united with the M. E. church at C. She
wns married in Dover by Rev. G. T. Day,
August 25, 1867, and went immediately to
Tarrytown, N. Y., the residence of her busband.
After her ‘marriage, she united wit
the First Reformed Church of Tarrytown, o
which she was a beloved and worthy member
at the time of her death,
Letters from N. Y.,
assuring her friends in Dover of their sympathy, and of the devout love and high esteem in

which she was held

ails

Jou will forget you’ve got

named Father Bernardo, dwelling amon
lite, distance from the place of worship and
the Italian hills; and that he was muc
the infirmities of age prevented ber from atloved by the neighboring peasants, who tending the church of her choice, and for reawent to him for advice and instruction. sons, no doubt, valid to her mind, she became
He often said that in his solitude he was a member of the Methodist ehurch. This
as the writer well knows, was in no
not lonely, for, he had two dau hters : change,
particular a change of belief, nor did it serve
one of them could talk to him, but the to lessen her love for the F, B. church, into
other was dumb. By the daughter who whose fellowship she had been received. It
spoke he meant the daughter of a vine- may truthfully be said of our friend and sister,’|
She was *¢ She hath done what she could.” She leaves
«dresser who lived near by.
three dwughters, oue son, one brother and
named Mary, and always tried to do the two sisters, to mourn their irreparable loss,
utmost in her power for the comfort of
A. LOVEJOY.
By his dumb
the lonely old hermit.
TASSEL.—Annah P., wife of J. Newton
daughter be meant a grand old oak-tree VanVANTassel
and daugther of Robie und Hanthat grew pear his hut and sheltered it nah P. Smith of Candia, died in Dover, N. H.,
from storm, and hung its branches over Nov. 15, at the residence of her mother, the
him so lovingly that the old man grew to
resent wife E. B. Chamberlin.
Mrs. Van
assel was born in Candia, June 14, 1849, was
feel it was like a dear friend to him.
and baptized at the age af fifteen,
There were many birds in its branches to converted,

remained,

He leaves

are just usedup.
Now
nsible get a package of Kidney- Wort, take it/faithfully and soon

ceived words of blessing on their work, The
sick, those in trouble and “affliction, found in
this estimable Christian woman & friend and
timely helper. For the last few years of her

hundreds of years ago there was a hermit

huts

be remained till his death.

You have allowed your bowels to become
habitually costive, your liver has become tor-

dens, she was firm at her post, and her faith in
God and the complete triumph of his kingdom
never seemed stronger.
At her home, God’s

servants

BL
d

years 4 ‘months
Methuen, Mass.,

to his home gospel ministers,
He loved religious meetings, walking often miles to attend
Q. M. Subsequently he moved to Sutton,N. H.,

‘a long life was giv.
bers: yearly the W
en to Christ, The command to work for God
found a cheerful response in her heart. The
rosperity of the church seemed her highest
bn
when there were few to bear the bur-

Among the most lovely Madonnas of
this famous artist is that called ** Della
Sedia® [of the chair], and there is a very
pretty legend about it which says that

|

has
the

moved to Warner, N. H., in 1804. There he
experienced religion in 1844. He was almost
a constant reader of the Star and welcomed

| church has lost one of its most honored mem-

ie
reas

ke gave food, and

of Him who
who die in

N. H.. Nov. 27, 1881, aged 88
and 27 days. He wus born in

30, of paralysis, Mrs. Lois, widow of Rollins
Lovejoy,
79 years.
In this death the

RAPHAEL AND THE MADONNA
"DELLA SEDIA.

whom

31,

rd.”
A. H. WHITAKER.
SAWYER.—Theodore Sawyer died in Sutton,

Lovesoy.~Died in Lisbon, N. H., Aug.

my

cease,

Nov.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
their loss. Funeral services by the writer.
BRIEF
and for the public, For the excess over
Text, *‘ Shall he live again.”
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per:
A.B. DREW.
sons who do not patronize the Morning
it
{3 but just that cAsH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE
of eight |’
Be Sensible.
/
words, VERSES
are inadmissible,

Ere the greens were sere last Christmas-tide?

chimes!

Blanchester,

Rev. 8. D.

a companion, two sons, one Nathaniel B. in
Cherryvale, Kan., and other relativesto mourn

Noel! Nod!
Cease saat, each Christmas bell!
Under t holly bough,
Where the happy children throng and shout,
‘What shadow seems to flit about?
Is it the mother, then, who died
falling

at

where they await the coming
said, ‘Blessed are-the dea

hey are made of the mocking mist.

Hush,

also

Camp, by

Rev. John Hisey. The remains were depos.
ited in the I. 0. O. F. cemetery atiBlanchester,

@bituaries.

my

Swift, swift,
.

First

at-

Where the winter frost all day.has lain?

They are soulless elves, who fain would peer
Within, and laugh at our Christmas cheer,

impaired.

ficient. Funeral services of the three were

tened Nov. 23, at Green

remedy for Chronic Diseases, is sent free.’ Address Drs. Starkey
& Palen, 1100 and 1711
Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

That gather anear the window-pane

been

an infant son, Nov. 25; lastly of the companion
of his labors and toils.
In the midst of these
afflictions he has found the grace of
suf-

Our Treatise on Compounding Oxygen, which
gives full information about this remarkable

‘What arethe wraiths of mist

gradually

8. has been called to bear within a year.

afterward!
And now he is at working in bis
garden. Thank God for Compound Oxygen!’

Neel! Nosl!
«Carols each Christmas bell.

has

|

of a darling son last Jan., aged 3 years, then of

ter'in my life!’ This on the minister’s ‘Blue
Monday,’ after preaching
three times on a
very hot day, administering the sacrament and
baptismal service, after walking three miles

my

near

Since Aug. 25th she has been a constant, yet
patient sufferer. During her illness she expressed herself ““ready to depart and be with
Christ.”
This isthe third bereavement Bro.

injured, memory im-

up

remained

home, Bro. Sutton laboring = with
in that vicinity. Some four years
8. was called to the Berwick church
Camp, and from that time her frail

constitution

much Jess study; throat affected; and the
whole system in a bad state. He would have
had to stop preaching had he not found help,
I asked him this morning what I should say in
in report! BE progress to you for him. ‘Oh,
he says, * tell them I am well. Never felt bet-

Noel! Nol!
“Thus sounds each Christmas bell

eep by the Christmas bells and light.

her old
churches
ago, Bro.
at Creen

states the condition of her husband when he
began the Oxygen Treatment:
*‘ Rev. A. J.
Conklink, Pastor of New City and Centennial

28, 1881.

DECEMBER

of years after her marriage she

This is the Brateful utterance of the wife of a
cle
an.
Her letter, dated New City, Rock-
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